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INTRODUCTION 
 

GENON MINISTRIES: WHO WE ARE 
 
Our Mission  
Mission Statement:  GenOn Ministries equips faith communities and families to 
develop Christian disciples of all ages through intergenerational ministry. 
 
Our Vision  
Vision Statement:  Children, youth, adults and families are nurtured toward lifelong 
faith and Christian discipleship, and communities of faith are energized and 
strengthened for renewed growth. 
 

OUR CORE VALUES 
 
AFFIRMING We affirm that an abundant life-giving relationship with God through 
Jesus Christ is more important than anything else in life.  
 
LIVING We seek to live with God as the center and focus of everything we do, 
following the Bible as our guide and standard.  

 
NURTURING  We develop and deepen Christian relationships which nurture people 
into lifelong faith and discipleship.  
 
PARTNERING  We recognize that partnering with the Body of Christ, the church, is 
essential for excellence in Christian nurture, and that God has called the church of 
Jesus Christ into being as the primary means of ministry in the world - including 
ministry with youth and children. 
 
PRACTICING  Through our ministry and training, we advocate the study and 
practice of four vital elements of ministry which originate from Acts 2:42 – 
teaching, fellowship, breaking bread, and worship, and that this model of ministry, 
LOGOS, is of God, called in a significant way to reach out and minister to young 
people in and through churches of many denominations.  
 
SERVING  We strive to be accountable as stewards of the gifts God has entrusted to 
us: time, talent, and treasure, including gifts for ministry given by God to 
individuals and congregations, and that dollars given to GenOn Ministries will go 
further, over a longer period of time, make more difference in the lives of more 
young people, and generate more lifelong commitments to Jesus Christ, his church 
and its mission. 
 
EQUIPPING  We equip adults to do ministry by providing training, resource 
materials and on-going relational support because it is responsible stewardship to 
equip thousands of churches, with their tens of thousands of members and leaders, 
to nurture youth and children into faithful relationship with Jesus Christ by utilizing 
personnel and materials already in place within congregations. 
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THE BEGINNING 
 
GenOn Ministries was originally known as the Youth Club Program and was initiated 
in 1957. Dr. Dale K. Milligan convened and challenged a group of clergy who were 
conducting their own weekday Youth Club Programs to pool their efforts and help 
one another provide Bible Study materials designed especially for their Programs. 
 
This group of clergy, augmented by the inclusion of Lamar Otis, a devoted Christian 
businessman and member of the Beulah Presbyterian Church as financial advisor 
and treasurer, became the charter members of what is now GenOn Ministries. They 
were: the Rev. Frank Bates, Dr. G. Mason Cochran, the Rev. Lloyd Dalbey, the Rev. 
Harry Orr Leitman, the Rev. Bruce Milligan, the Rev. Dr. Dale K. Milligan, Mr. Lamar 
J. Otis and the Rev. Aaron Powers. 
 
Like pebbles dropped in a pool of water, each Youth Club Program sent out ripples 
of influence reaching out to more and more clergy and churches. These programs in 
the churches served by these leaders became so successful that increasing 
numbers of other clergy and congregations asked for help to start similar programs. 
Training seminars were begun at the Beulah Presbyterian Church in Pittsburgh, PA, 
and were subsequently replicated around the country under the leadership of Dr. 
Milligan, assisted by members of the Beulah Presbyterian Church, and Southminster 
Presbyterian Church in Mt. Lebanon, PA. 
 
In 1963, Youth Club Program incorporated in Pittsburgh, PA. In the mid-80's, the 
name "LOGOS" was chosen to reflect the biblical basis and focus of the System and 
Program and the name was changed to LOGOS System Associates.  In 2005, 
LOGOS System Associates changed its name to The LOGOS Ministry, reflecting the 
church wide system of ministry that transforms individual lives and entire 
congregations.  
 
The LOGOS Ministry became GenOn Ministries in 2012, continuing a firm belief that 
an abundant life-giving relationship with God through Jesus Christ is more 
important than anything else in life, and that nurturing people, especially youth and 
children, into this relationship of faith with God through Jesus Christ is the most 
important thing the church ever does.  GenOn Ministries’ mission – and we believe 
calling as well -- is to equip faith communities and families to develop lifelong 
Christian disciples of all ages through intergenerational ministry. 
 
GenOn Ministries continues to equip churches to build and nurture abundant life-
giving relationships of faith with God through the disciplined approach called 
LOGOS.  LOGOS is GenOn’s signature offering for a weekly intergenerational 
experience for children and/or youth that creates an intentional arena where 
children, youth and adults, together, can learn about, experience and practice the 
art of Christian relationships.  In these cross-generational gatherings, young people 
and adults eat together, play together, study together, and pray together. 
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When effectively practiced, our intergenerational ministry has shown to be highly 
effective in: 

• passing on the faith to younger generations, 
• in nurturing children and youth on their faith journey, and  
• energizing the whole church through the building of relationships 

In addition to building relationships in LOGOS, GenOn Ministries continues to design 
and promote lifelong disciple-building experiences through annual GenOn Youth 
Summits (youth conferences). 
 
By partnering with more and more churches, GenOn Ministries expects to see 
children, youth, and adults nurtured toward lifelong Christian faith and discipleship, 
and communities of faith energized and strengthened for renewed growth. 
 
GenOn Ministries invites faith communities of all sizes to explore how adopting 
these practices can help them be more effective in fulfilling the mission of the 
church in their community. 
 
As a 501(c)3 not-for-profit organization, GenOn Ministries is incorporated in the 
state of Pennsylvania as a charitable organization for whom contributions are fully 
tax deductible. 
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WHAT WE BELIEVE 
 
Our keystone ministry, LOGOS, is a 4-part experience with children and youth 
where everyone participates in Bible study, Recreation, Family Time and Worship 
Skills. LOGOS is built on three KEY PRACTICES:  

 

Theology of Relationships A strong scripturally-based understanding 
of who God is in our lives, the nature of our personal relationship with 
God, and the resulting impact on our relationships with others because 
of God’s presence in our lives.  

 

Process of Call A scripturally-directed approach for aligning personal 
gifts and efforts with the needs of a ministry or mission that results 
from God’s purpose and plan. 

 

Balanced Ministry A requirement that ministry addresses and 
engages the mind, soul and body in a disciple-making process that 
teaches and provides an opportunity to practice the faith.  

 

LOGOS creates an arena where people of all ages are transformed, regardless of a 
church’s size, culture, ethnic mix or lack of it, economic context, or demographic 
definition. Through training, resources and support, LOGOS helps churches 
strengthen their ministry effectiveness with youth and children and bring young 
people into a relationship with God through Jesus Christ. 
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IMPLEMENTING LOGOS 
 

 
LOGOS, when combined with church school, youth group, vacation Bible school, 
retreats, choirs, and other ministries will provide an arena in which young people 
have the opportunity to: 
 

 build Christian relationships with their peers and adults from the church 
 build developmental assets 
 explore and experience the Christian faith 
 enter into a relationship with Jesus Christ 

 
The time spent in church, building Christian relationships and experiencing what it 
means to live in a community of faith, will help each young person face life with 
purpose, hope, faith and joy.   
 
Adding LOGOS to your congregation’s current ministry for children and youth will 
take some coordination.  Address well in advance any potential concerns about 
staffing multiple ministries.  Use the process of calling leaders and teachers to 
serve and do so with communication between ministry leaders.  If the entire church 
approaches staffing through the process of calling persons to ministry rather than 
recruiting or looking for volunteers, we can be sure that enough people will be 
provided. 
 
Resources of supplies and building space will need to be shared.  Consider how this 
will be done with all ministry leaders and communicate the plan to all involved.  Will 
each classroom have shared supplies or a box designated for each ministry?  Who 
will purchase replacement materials?  Will the same supply of dishes and glasses be 
used for LOGOS as for other church suppers? 
 
Explore whether current ministries might need to be scheduled on different days or 
at different times to allow enough time for LOGOS.  If LOGOS is going to be 
successful, everyone who has a part in ministries with children and youth must 
work together to develop a comprehensive and cooperative approach. 
 
Do not let your enthusiasm for or knowledge about LOGOS overwhelm leaders of 
current church ministries. Allow time for all to grasp the vision and feel uplifted and 
affirmed in the current ministries. Help all to become part of a team that plans for 
the future. 

TO LEARN MORE, find these resources in the GenOn online store: 
Footprints 

Leader Training Module: Footprints  
Workshop: LOGOS WORKS 

Quick Reference: Implementing LOGOS 
LOGOS Ideas Collection 

Recommended Resources for Implementing LOGOS 
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BONES 
 
The nine Bones of LOGOS emerge from the twelve Realities and GenOn Convictions 
(See Foundations and Setting the Stage) and are essential to a strong ministry. 
 
Structure and stability are essential to provide strength to any system or program. 
Structure means to build; to arrange in a pattern; the arrangement or interrelation 
of parts. Stability means being firm, steady, fixed, steadfast, permanent, enduring, 
capable of returning to equilibrium after being displaced. 
 
The human body has a structure that is provided by the skeleton. It is the bones in 
this skeleton that give the body its stability and allow the body to function as 
intended. LOGOS will not be able to reach its full potential without the Bones any 
more than a person’s body will function at 100% without the skeletal structure. Out 
of this structure comes flexibility, limited only by the creativity of an individual 
church. But, the flexibility is the result of structure. LOGOS will be crippled if part or 
all of its structure is removed. 
 
The structure has grown out of the commitment to live by the theological 
foundations of LOGOS (See Foundations and Setting the Stage), and the 
recognition of the presence of the Nurture Realities. In response to the Nurture 
Realities and GenOn Convictions, LOGOS uses the Bones to provide the structure 
for the LOGOS weekly experience. This structure provides the best opportunity for 
building relationships between young people and adults and between each of them 
and God. These relationships result in commitments to be disciples of Jesus Christ. 
 
The Bones of LOGOS are: 

Christ-Centered                    
Everything we say and do in LOGOS is guided by the example of Jesus Christ. This 
is the “backbone “of LOGOS, to which all other parts are connected. We are 
reminded of the #1 Reality  
 
REALITY: ABUNDANT LIFE-GIVING RELATIONSHIP 
An abundant life-giving relationship with God through Jesus Christ is more 
important than anything else in life. 
CONVICTION: NURTURE – MOST IMPORTANT   Nurturing people, especially 
youth and children, into this relationship of faith with God through Jesus Christ is 
the most important thing the church ever does. 
 
Authentic Relationships  
All persons strive to intentionally model Christ-like relationships in the way they 
think, care, and decide about others. “Treat everyone as a Child of God” provides 
the structure and framework for all the parts of this ministry. 
 
Called to Serve 
The Process of Call is used to staff the LOGOS weekly experience. The process of 
calling persons to ministry according to their gifts is central to LOGOS. God does 
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not recruit people. God calls them, equips them, and is present with them as they 
enter into the task. Persons who are called respond to God's invitation rather than 
responding to a person's plea for help. Persons enjoy sharing their gifts in areas of 
their strength. Consequently they do not burn-out, but enjoy themselves, knowing 
that they are serving God in ministry. 
 
Congregational Worship  
Everyone participates in weekly congregational WORSHIP. Worship is not just for 
adults. It is essential to the spirituality of every person. It is the center of a 
congregation's life and needs to be the center of every Christian's life. LOGOS seeks 
to strengthen the commitment of young people and their families to worship as a 
prime element of spiritual nurture and health. 
 
Four Parts Every Week     
Students participate in all FOUR PARTS of LOGOS, every week. While worship skills, 
Bible study, recreation and Family Time all are meaningful parts when done alone, 
putting them together in one arena and intentionally practicing the theology of 
relationships increases their effectiveness immeasurably - thus the power of the 
LOGOS weekly experience. 
 
Clergy Support   
There is ongoing CLERGY leadership and participation which communicates to the 
congregation and the young people the importance of LOGOS. It is crucial that the 
clergy of a church attend a LOGOS Encounter training event so they are equipped 
to support LOGOS and the LOGOS staff of the church. The clergy need to be 
present at LOGOS staff meetings and participate in weekly LOGOS in any of the 
leadership roles according to their gifts: Bible teacher, recreation leader, Dinner 
Dean, Table Parent, Worship Skills leader, depending on their gifts. 
 
Youth, Intentionally    
Ministry with youth is where the accumulated effects of LOGOS reach their fullest 
potential. Given the troubled world in which we live, and the fact that traditionally 
our youth leave the church during their teen years, we must do everything possible 
to reach out and claim them for God's Kingdom. We have very little time to work 
with this group of young people. The experience of LOGOS, with its counter culture 
approach to life, provides an arena in which young people can gain self-esteem and 
learn to make right decisions in the face of a world which can destroy a future. 
 
Children admire and seek to emulate youth. The role model effect of teenagers on 
younger children cannot be too strongly emphasized. If a strong and intentional 
ministry to youth is recognized as a priority for LOGOS, there will be a significantly 
lower drop-out rate from the church among teenagers.  
 
Weekly Bridge   
LOGOS bridges the relational gap between weekly congregational worship, and 
gives Christian focus to everyday life. MIDWEEK is an effective time for scheduling 
LOGOS. There is often more consistent attendance and availability midweek than 
on weekends. 
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Family Investment  
Parents make a commitment to 1) attending an annual parent meeting, 2) 
participating in LOGOS weekly, and 3) paying a fee for participating children/youth. 
 
Attendance at the annual Parent Connection is essential so that everyone is on 
board with why LOGOS matters and the nuts and bolts of making LOGOS work. 
Parents make a commitment to support LOGOS through personal involvement in 
LOGOS, encouraging and supporting their own children in LOGOS, and regular 
involvement in corporate worship. God did not intend that any young person be 
alone spiritually. Consequently, if a parent cannot make a commitment to LOGOS, 
another adult from the congregation is asked to fulfill this role as a surrogate 
parent.  
 
Once a financial commitment has been made, it is more likely to be a commitment 
of heart, body, soul and strength. The fee is kept at a minimum covering the 
expense of meals, Bible study materials, LOGOS training and the church’s financial 
support of GenOn Ministries. Scholarships are provided to help any young person 
needing assistance so that no one is ever prevented from attending LOGOS because 
of inability to pay a fee. 
 
LOGOS requires a great deal of commitment on the part of teachers, parents, 
clergy, the congregation and the young people. When the bones are in place, and 
LOGOS is faithfully implemented, commitment is assured.                                                
 
Experience has proven that when a church makes the adjustments necessary to 
keep the bones in place, LOGOS becomes strong and effective. It is important to 
note that while there is flexibility in the "bones" and how they are kept in place in a 
congregation, breaking any of these "bones" will greatly limit the effectiveness of 
LOGOS. 
 
GenOn Ministries recognizes the difficulty and challenge of Bones. In today’s culture 
parents and young people are so overscheduled that keeping the Bones in place can 
be overwhelming. It takes extra effort to work at meeting the needs of parents and 
teens and building meaningful Christian relationships so they will put the church at 
the top of their priority list of commitments. Churches that want to include large 
numbers of non-church youth find the Family Investment Bone must be kept in 
place through adults from the congregation fulfilling the parental commitment and 
even financial commitment role for these children. Often special accommodations 
need to be made for these young people to attend. Churches located in areas of low 
income can consider ways to keep fees at a minimum by finding financial support 
from sources other than parents. Work with the Bones to keep them in place in a 
way that is appropriate for your congregation. 
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LEADERSHIP TEAM  
 
Roles and Responsibilities 

 
The LOGOS Leadership Team usually consists of the clergy, the LOGOS Director, 
the Assistant Director (if there is one), each of the area Coordinators, or a 
representative from each area. Some teams also include the Record Keeper and the 
Publicity Director as well as a representative from the children's department and 
the youth department. Other teams may include a member of your church council, 
board or governing body, as well as a representative from the Christian education 
committee or youth team. 
 
Smaller LOGOS programs may not have a need for a coordinator for each of the 
four parts or an assistant Director. There may not be the need for a large 
Leadership Team. The Director, the Clergy and one or two other persons who are in 
leadership roles in the ministry could carry out the necessary roles and 
responsibilities. 
 
The LOGOS Leadership Team should be composed of those people who have major 
responsibilities in the ministry. To have the most effective Leadership Team, annual 
attendance at LOGOS training by, at least, a portion of the team should be a 
requirement. 
 
The responsibilities for the LOGOS Leadership Team include: 
• Identifying and calling persons to staff the ministry 
• Setting schedules 
• Determining fees 
• Approving expenditures for items over and above routine expenses.  
• Setting policies 
• Planning special events, service projects and ministries, and then calling persons 

to implement them 
• Evaluating the ministry and how each portion of it is functioning.  
• Responding to problems and concerns 
• Planning the content, design and production of the Parent Handbook and Staff 

Handbook 
• Praying for the ministry, staff, and young people in the ministry.  
• Offering support to the LOGOS staff 
• Planning end- of- the-year Closing Celebration 
• Defining the role of parents 
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Footprints 
 
Whether starting LOGOS for the first time, sustaining an existing program, or 
restarting after a lengthy break, the Leadership Team will find FOOTPRINTS: A 
Step-by-Step Guide to Building and Sustaining LOGOS very helpful. Footprints can 
be found in the online Store of the GenOn website. Duplicate the booklet and 
distribute to members of the Leadership Team. Use the booklet to set the agenda 
for team meetings. 
 
Ministry Descriptions 

 
Following are some possible called positions and ministry descriptions to consider. 
Adjust the positions to fit your particular church. Consider what needs to be 
accomplished when looking at the responsibilities listed for each position. Also look 
to see if you can combine some of the responsibilities without overloading anyone. 
The idea is to divide up the responsibilities so that each task is manageable. It is 
better to have more people involved, each doing fewer things, than to have a few 
people, each with huge tasks that wear them out. See each section of the LOGOS 
User Guide (Bible Study, Recreation, Family Time, and Worship Skills) for more 
discussion about staffing each area. 
 
If your ministry is large, you may need most or all of the following structure. 
If your ministry is smaller, you will find that you can scale down the structure and 
combine ministry tasks. Don't get so caught up in structure and administration that 
you lose sight of the ministry you are getting organized to do. 
 
Clergy  
• Initiates, interprets, and leads in establishing and carrying out the calling 

process. 
• Serves as a general resource for, and clergy to, all persons involved in LOGOS. 
• Is a liaison/coordinator with the rest of the professional staff of the church and 

other church ministries? 
• Preaches sermons that support the theology upon which LOGOS is formed. 

Promotes and supports the LOGOS weekly experience. 
• Works closely with the LOGOS Director. 
• Identifies and promotes training opportunities such as The LOGOS Encounter. 
• Participates in the ministry according to his or her gifts. The clergy might do one 

or more of the following: teach a Bible Study, be Dinner Dean, be the Bible 
Study Coordinator, play with the youth or children during Recreation, or help out 
with music, drama, or scripture reading in Worship Skills. 

• Participates as one of the leaders during The Parent Connection. 
• Supports the LOGOS staff in the carrying out of policies, articulating their value 

and importance. 
• Prays regularly for the ministry and all those participating. 
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Director  
When calling people to serve as a LOGOS Director consider looking for those with 
gifts of leadership, administration, communication, organization, inspiring others, 
creativity and faith. 
• Directs the weekly gatherings. 
• Participates with the clergy and coordinators in the calling process.  
• Serves as a resource person to all areas of LOGOS. 
• Observes and offers assistance to personnel when needed. 
• Makes sure appropriate information is distributed to all church staff as well as 

LOGOS weekly staff. 
• Keeps records of staff attendance and participation. 
• Organizes resources to follow-up on questions and concerns of the staff through 

the year.  
• Directs pertinent information of any nature to the clergy. 
• Sees that equipment and materials are adequate for personnel. 
• Conducts evaluation of the effectiveness of LOGOS. 
• Calls and leads the LOGOS staff meetings. 
• Organizes the planning for and conducting of The Parent Connection.  
• Supports staff in carrying out policies. 
• Encourages and affirms volunteers.  
• Coordinates disciplinary efforts. 
• Prays regularly for all leaders and young people in the ministry. 
• Acts as an ambassador for LOGOS within and outside the church. 
• Promotes attendance by LOGOS staff and volunteers at LOGOS Encounter 

training events  
 
Assistant Director 
• Works along with the LOGOS Director to direct the ministry.  
• Become familiar and knowledgeable of the responsibilities of the Director 

position. 
• After one year may be called to become the Director.  
 
Co-Directors 
Instead of a Director, or a Director and Assistant, two people may work together as 
partners to see that the job of the Director is accomplished. The responsibilities are 
divided according to the talents and gifts of each of the Co-Directors. Clear and 
frequent communication between co-directors is essential to the smooth 
administration of the ministry. 
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Record Keeper/Treasurer 
When calling people to serve as a Record Keeper/Treasurer, consider looking for 
those with gifts of leadership, administration, organization and faithfulness. 
• Keeps registration records of all of the LOGOS youth and children.  
• Acts as treasurer, keeping track of monies collected and spent. 
• Keeps master attendance record of all youth and children. 
• Keeps record of guests and sees that names and addresses are given to the 

Director. 
• Keeps record of parental participation. 
• Participates in regular Staff Meetings. 
 
Publicity Coordinator 
When calling people to serve as a Publicity Coordinator, consider looking for those 
with gifts of communication, technology, creativity, faith.  
• Coordinates all publicity efforts.  
• Calls persons to specific tasks in the area of publicity. For example: writers, 

typist, photographer, artist, copy editor, computer skills and so forth. 
• Oversees creation of newsletter articles and bulletin announcements. 
• Oversees creation of text, email and/or Facebook page to communicate with 

parents and others. 
• Sees that bulletin boards, posters and displays are created and maintained. 
• Provides for the creation of flyers and other handouts and sees to their 

distribution. 
• Contacts and arranges for articles in the local newspaper, denominational 

newsletters, and announcements on the radio or TV. 
• Provides text and photographs for the church web page and/or Facebook page. 
• Keeps a scrapbook of the year's events, if desired. 
• Arranges for photographs to be taken and/or videotapes to be created when 

appropriate. 
• Shares news, articles and photographs with GenOn Ministries for use in 

newsletters and online promotional purposes. 
• Participates in regular Staff Meetings. 
 
Note: There will be materials that need to be produced for the ministry: Staff 
Handbook, Parent Handbook, creation of web pages, Facebook page, email 
newsletters, and so forth. Decide who will do the creation and maintenance of each 
of these types of communication and information. 
 
Comforter 
When looking for people to serve as Comforter, look for those who have gifts of 
patience, listening, compassion, and faith. 
• Spends time with a young person who needs a quiet, less stressful environment 

to help the child regain control. 
• Helps the student decide what must be done to restore right relationships in the 

LOGOS community. 
• Supports the young person in the next steps identified by your discipline policy 

and helps the student successfully return to the classroom or activity. 
• Must be someone the children in LOGOS know and respect. 
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• Should be someone who is able to relate to young people in moments of stress.  
• Have at hand many strategies to help students move to self-controlled behavior. 
• When students need further counsel, seeks appropriate resource person. 
• Participates in regular Staff Meetings.  
• Prays regularly for students by name. 
 
Church School Liaison 
• Seeks ways for the Church School staff and the LOGOS staff to coordinate their 

efforts and support one another. 
• Keeps both staffs informed about special events that involve youth/children. 
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EQUIPPING THE STAFF 
 
Remember that those whom God calls to ministry, God equips for that ministry.  In 
partnership with God, the LOGOS Leadership Team provides ways and means to 
equip the adults who are called into this ministry. There are several ways to offer 
support, encouragement, and expertise to the adult leaders in LOGOS. 
 
Encouraging and supporting adults to attend The LOGOS Encounter is the best 
way to equip them for this ministry. This event is inspirational, experiential, and 
educational. The LOGOS Encounter provides a “hands on” experience of LOGOS!  
Information about dates, locations, and registration information is found on GenOn 
webpage (www.genonministries.org). GenOn Regional Advisors also can arrange 
workshops on specific topics such as Worship Skills, Discipline, and Bible Study 
Teacher Training. Information can be found on the webpage.  
 
Training Event for All LOGOS Staff 
 
Before LOGOS begins for the year, all adults need to have a general training event 
in preparation for the year. The purpose of this training is to teach and refresh 
understandings about the foundations elements and theological basis for this 
ministry. Whether a kitchen team worker or pastor, everyone needs to be reminded 
of these essentials:  
 It will be necessary to review the policies and procedures for your LOGOS 

program regarding discipline, role of Comforter, guest policy, safety 
procedures, etc. 

 Provide opportunities for staff to share stories of inspiration and confirmation 
of this ministry.  

 Explore how to create Christian relationships with the youth and children in 
LOGOS. 

 Go through the Staff Handbook with all staff. 
 
A sample training event to serve as a model for planning training for your staff can 
be found in the GenOn Store online. 
 
Faculty Meetings 
 
Offer a monthly or quarterly Faculty/Staff Meeting for everyone who is a leader of a 
group engaged in the nurturing ministry with youth and children in your church. 
ALL leaders should be encouraged to participate because LOGOS strives to enrich 
and support all other programs in your church. The ministry to youth and children 
will be greatly enriched if each group in the church sees themselves as a piece of 
the whole, working together to do the best job possible to nurture each child, youth 
and adult in the church. 
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Some agenda items to include in a LOGOS Faculty/Staff Meeting might be: 
• Have a "headliner" do a presentation on a subject of common interest and 

importance to the ministry. 
• Show a video or film having to do with child development or family relationships, 

or something that will help persons improve their skills working with young 
people.  

• Break into major areas of responsibility and work at coordinating schedules, 
evaluating activities and planning for future events. 

• Review how to respond to children, youth and adults with special needs in a 
constructive, healing, affirming fashion. 

• Preview next quarter's curriculum for the LOGOS Bible classes and the Church 
School classes to determine ways to coordinate efforts and find ways to share 
resources.  

• Have refreshments and make announcements. 
• Do as many things as possible for fun. 
 
Practicing LOGOS 
 
Some churches find it helpful to do a walk-through of LOGOS the night before the 
first night with the young people. This gives everyone a chance to "get the feel" of 
how the evening would go. Invite everyone who will be working in LOGOS in any 
way during the year to come. 
An agenda for a walk-through might include: 
 
• A meal. The cooks have a chance to practice. The Dinner Dean has a chance to 

test out the timing of the meal and plan the Table Parent Meeting, grace, 
thanking the cooks, leading family fun and the closing. 

• Be sure to have an abbreviated Table Parent Meeting before the meal! 

• Divide the group for the Bible Hour and attend for perhaps 15 or 20 minutes.  
During this time the Bible teachers tell the group about the course they will be 
teaching. They might present one of the Bible stories or do a brief activity from 
the curriculum. 

• Gather everyone for Recreation and enjoy a short game together for a few 
minutes. If the group is large, offer a choice of doing a craft, joining someone 
who will share a hobby, or playing a group game. 

• Take everyone to the room in which Worship Skills will be offered. Experience a 
couple of the activities the young people will experience. For example: sing a 
song or two, do a brief drama or a choral reading. Play chimes or bells. Explain a 
part of the service or write a prayer for the service. 

• End the evening with prayer. Pray for each other, for the success of this 
ministry, for the youth and children who will be coming and for those who have 
not yet enrolled in LOGOS. 
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Each church will have its own ideas of how to do a walk-through. The main idea is 
to test out the schedule and give the leaders an opportunity to do a little planning 
and presenting before LOGOS starts. It gives everyone the opportunity to learn 
more about each of the parts LOGOS. Another time to do a walk-through is during 
The Parent Connection.  
 
General Hints for Leaders 
 
1. Be yourself. Do not try to be someone you are not. 
2. Learn from your failures and be willing to change. 
3. Be as patient and forgiving with people as God is with you. 
4. Do not allow conflicts to become a cancer that infects your ministry. Practice 

forgiveness. 
5. Be honest, yet tactful. Speak the truth in love. 
6. Submit to the authority over you. If something goes wrong avoid complaining 

and judging when you do not get your own way. Christ did not complain when 
he was wronged. 

7. Follow through on assignments. Be faithful even in the little things. 
8. Be positive. Build up instead of tearing down. Resist teasing. Never use 

sarcasm. Many times the youth and children can dish it out, but cannot take it. 
Hurt feelings might result of which we are not aware. 

9. Respect the opinions of others. If you disagree, bend over backwards to show 
you care. Disagree without being disagreeable. 

10. Pray for our students, especially those experiencing specific conflicts. Tell them 
you are praying for them. Ask them how things are going. 

11. Be a servant. Develop a servant's heart. Lead by example. Ask yourself, "What 
can I do for them?" Jesus came not to be served, but to serve. 

12. Be punctual. If you want young people to be on time, be on time yourself. 
Show personal discipline and consistency. 

13. Be sure you can keep promises before you make them. Be trustworthy. 
14. Learn to relax and have fun! Be able to laugh at yourself. 
15. Hang in there. It is worth it! 
 
Staff Handbook 

 
Every member of the LOGOS staff needs pertinent information about the schedule 
and other other pertinent details. This information can be made available in a 
printed Staff Handbook, on a particular page of the church’s website, or as a digital 
file that is e-mailed to the staff.  Ideas for content are available in the LOGOS Ideas 
Collection (free in the GenOn Ministries online store) and the following pages. Make 
the content fit the needs of your LOGOS program. 
 
In creating your staff handbook, it is recommended that the following be included: 
 
1. A brief description of LOGOS. 

2. The theological roots for implementing discipline in the church and the church 
discipline policy.  
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3. Staff/volunteer covenants. 

4. A statement regarding how safety issues are addressed (first aid kits, building 
inspection, disaster drills, CPR training, screening of volunteers and so forth). 

5. A listing of the LOGOS Leadership Team including position, name, phone 
number and e-mail address. 

6. An explanation of the responsibilities of the Leadership Team. 

7. Ministry descriptions of each LOGOS staff position. This reminds people of what 
they are supposed to be doing, and it alerts everyone to other positions and 
responsibilities for which they may be gifted. 

8. An introduction to the Bible study curriculum that will be used, listing the 
subjects to be studied by each age group. 

9. The goals of each of the four parts of LOGOS with a brief description of each 
part. A copy of the weekly schedule 

10. A calendar for the year that includes the dates LOGOS will and will not be 
meeting, dates of special events, and the themes for Family Time. 

11. Worship Skills schedule for worship participation responsibilities. 

12. A directory of the entire LOGOS staff with their names, position, address, 
phone and e-mail address. 

13. Class lists of each grade that includes the youth or child's name, address, 
phone and birth date. 

During the first staff meeting of the new LOGOS year, walk the staff through the 
information to be sure they understand the contents.  
 
This information should be used during training at the beginning of the year, and as 
frequent reminders during the year, providing discipline, lines of accountability, 
safety issues, basic foundation for LOGOS, expectations of staff members, and the 
purposes of each part and why we do what we do. This information also provides 
the answers to the most commonly asked questions and gives each staff person a 
sense of security in knowing what is expected of them and how they fit into the 
overall team doing LOGOS in your church. 
 
Affirming the Staff 
 
As LOGOS programs come to a close each year, it is important to express gratitude 
for the many gifts that are given for this relational ministry. There are two levels of 
appreciation. One is from the adult leaders to those who serve in their areas. The 
other, and more important, is from the children and youth who directly receive the 
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blessing of the gifts. As you look for ways to express appreciation, be sure to 
include the young people in those expressions of thanks. 
 
A multitude of appropriate ways to thank the staff can be found online. Check the 
GenOn Ministries Pinterest boards. 
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FAMILY INVESTMENT 
 
LOGOS provides families with the opportunity to participate with the church in the 
nurture and education of their children. Those families who have presented their 
children for dedication or the Sacrament of Baptism before the congregation have 
committed themselves to rear the child in "the nurture and admonition of the Lord." 
LOGOS aids families in keeping those vows. 
 
Family/Parental Involvement 
 
The LOGOS Leadership Team needs to define what is expected of parents. The 
following list suggests expectations. Your Team may want to add further 
expectations that meet the needs of your LOGOS experience. 
• Give willing participation in service to LOGOS on a regular basis. 
• Make it possible for their child or youth to attend LOGOS, weekly congregational 

worship and church school regularly 
• Arrange family schedules in order for the children and youth to participate in 

worship leadership when scheduled 
• Arrange for prompt payment of LOGOS fees. 
 
Communication with Parents 
 
Parents must be nurtured in their understanding of LOGOS and the importance of 
their role as they participate with others in this ministry. Some suggested ways of 
communicating and topics to be communicated are: 
 
Personal Contact  
Nothing is more effective than a one-on-one conversation where the parents 
recognize that someone else cares deeply about their child or youth. 
 
Electronic Contact 
Determine if your parents are more tuned in to Facebook, text messaging, email or 
checking your church web page. Use these avenues on a weekly basis for keeping 
parents informed about last minute changes or reminders. Perhaps you will need to 
use a combination of each of these methods. Keep calendars, contact information 
and photos up to date. 
 
Printed Information  
Awareness about LOGOS can be raised through articles in the church newsletter, 
brochures and bulletin boards. Posting calendars and contact information on 
prominently-placed bulletin boards can serve as reminders for parents to have their 
child or youth to have regular attendance at LOGOS. 
 
The Parent Connection  
Parents will feel more motivated to join in this ministry when they understand what 
it is about, and the necessity of their commitment and participation. For a youth or 
child to participate in LOGOS, a parent must attend a Parent Connection, or another 
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adult of the church may become a sponsor for the young person in the place of the 
parent. See Parent Connection for details. 
 
Videos 
Encourage parents to watch and discuss the free videos on the GenOn Ministries 
website, under LOGOS/Getting Started. 
 
Assisting in LOGOS 
 
Parents will be brought into an understanding of LOGOS through their participation 
in it, and their children/youth will understand the importance of LOGOS in the life of 
the whole family.  
 
The participation of parents and their young person is a matter of setting priorities 
and making choices. Parents are faced with many choices that complicate their 
schedules and those of their young people. From the time a child is born, parents 
make choices about activities to insure the physical, mental, social and spiritual 
development of their children. 
 
When asking parents to make a choice for their children/youth to commit three and 
half to four hours weekly, we need to remind them that if a young person is going 
to be equipped to make healthy decisions when faced with the pressures and 
temptations our society has to offer, they must be nurtured in their faith. It takes 
time to do this nurturing. The combination of church school, fellowship groups and 
LOGOS provide that time. While the areas of mental, social and spiritual 
development are all present in LOGOS, the spiritual development of a young person 
is the most important of all.  
 
Parents need to recognize the special significance their participation in LOGOS has 
for their children/youth. Young people recognize the value of something when a 
parent makes a commitment to it. They know their parents' time is important. They 
know they are important when a parent says, "I am doing this because I love you 
and this is important for you." 
 
Use previously mentioned avenues of communication to inform parents about the 
value of LOGOS and remind parents of the value and importance for their youth 
and children. Share the excitement of the church staff. Provide specific information 
about when each age group will meet and remind parents to schedule other youth 
activities around these times. Be sure that information is clear that parents are 
required to be at the Parent Connection and be specific about meeting date, 
location and time.  
 
What are some other things you want to include when communicating with parent? 
Determine these items and include in your notifications. Be as specific and 
informative as possible  
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Parent Connection 
 

The Parent Connection (could have another name) is an annual or semi-annual 
gathering of parents and sponsoring adults. The purposes of the Connection are: 

1. learn the theological concepts of LOGOS, or WHY the church is doing 
LOGOS 

2. orientation, expectations, and upcoming plans for the year, including the 
weekly schedule 

3. complete registration and pay fees 
4. sign forms 
5. commit to being involved in a particular way 
6. get questions answered 
7. meet teachers, Table Parents and Leadership Team 
8. receive the Parent Handbook 

 
The format for the Parent Connection is anything that accomplishes the purposes, 
from lunch gatherings after worship to week-night gathering. Some churches will 
have a Parent Connection for new LOGOS families and another Connection for those 
who have previously participated in LOGOS. In any case, attendance at the Parent 
Connection is required regardless of the number of years of participation in LOGOS. 
 
An adult should represent every child. In some cases, instead of a mother or father, 
this might be an aunt, uncle, grandparent, family friend or a caring adult from the 
congregation who has agreed to fill the role of LOGOS Parent. "Parents" can be 
interpreted as "the adult who has assumed the responsibility for filling the role of 
parent in LOGOS." This is always done with permission of the mother or father of 
the child. 
 
Even if the family has participated in LOGOS for many years and this is the last of 
several children in the family, it is necessary for the parents to be at The Parent 
Connection. Every child deserves the same expression of interest in his or her 
spiritual growth that the older ones in the family received. A parent's presence at 
the meeting and interested participation demonstrate its value to the child or youth. 
The theology presented may be an old story, but it is one that must always be 
reinforced and renewed so Christian development may continue. 
 
Attendance at The Parent Connection establishes a covenant between the church, 
the clergy, the church staff, the church officers and leaders, the LOGOS staff and 
the parents. Schedule a make-up meeting so that if parents have a conflict with the 
first date they can come to the second meeting. The number of make-up meetings 
needing to be scheduled depends on the size of the expected enrollment and how 
well The Parent Connection is attended. 
 
Keep a record of who attended The Parent Connection. An automatic check is built-
in when the Bible Study student's books are handed out only at The Parent 
Connection. Follow up on parents who did not come and invite them to the make-up 
meeting. Contact parents who came to the meeting but did not sign up for parent 
participation to help them find something they can do to support LOGOS. 
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Sometimes it takes special effort to help parents understand that they are required 
to attend The Parent Connection in order to register their young people in LOGOS. 
Making a call in the home can reinforce this policy. The clergy and the Director visit 
the families, who want to register their young person, but did not attend a meeting, 
and share the content of The Parent Connection. Some churches videotape The 
Parent Connection and take the video to the families who did not come and sit 
through the video with them before accepting registrations. It only takes a year of 
such personal calls for people to get the message. 
 
LOGOS will be handicapped and ineffective if the Parent Connection is not given a 
high priority! Why? Because commitment to LOGOS is greatly reduced when 
parents do not fully understand the importance of their role and do not understand 
what LOGOS is trying to accomplish. 
 
Suggested Agendas 
 
Sample 1: A Taste of LOGOS Night 
 
This agenda is a good one when starting LOGOS because it provides a "mini" 
experience of each of the four parts for those who have yet to observe LOGOS in 
action. Don't discount it as a possibility for your Parent Connection if you have had 
LOGOS for a while. It can be fun and, although many parents may have observed 
LOGOS in action, they very likely have not experienced it. 
1. Opening prayer and welcome. 
2. Sharing of the importance of the spiritual nurture of young people living in our 

culture.  
3. Presentation of one or more of the theological concepts. 
4. Brief presentation of the definition of LOGOS with emphasis on how this 

ministry provides an arena where young people and adults can practice 
theology and develop Christian relationships. 

5. Divide the parents into "classes." Parents should be in a class representing the 
class of one of their children. 

6. Hand out the Parent Handbook so it can be used in the four parts of the 
experience. Dismiss the parents to their first part of LOGOS. Some things that 
might be done in each part of LOGOS are: 

a. Bible Study: The goal of the Bible study time is shared. The teacher 
presents a brief overview of the curriculum. A brief activity might be 
experienced. If there will be a class covenant, it should be shared and 
discussed. The importance of home-study is emphasized. 

b. Worship Skills: The goal of Worship Skills is shared. Parents sample the 
types of activities that will be included in Worship Skills. For example: 
singing, bells, drama, choral reading, movement/dance and so forth. The 
schedule in the Parent Handbook for worship participation is reviewed 
with an emphasis on the importance of everyone being present when the 
young people offer worship leadership. 

c. Recreation: The goal of Recreation is shared. The importance of non-
competitive games is emphasized. Parents experience a game or craft. 
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d. Family Time: Make this the last of the four-part experience so everyone 
attends together. The goal of Family Time is shared. The role of the Table 
Parents is reviewed with an emphasis on the importance of building a 
caring family table group. Parents find the calendar in the Parent 
Handbook and review the themes for the year. A table game is played. 
Light refreshment might be on the tables during this time for parents to 
enjoy while the presentations are being made. If you have Family Time in 
a different place, everyone returns to the meeting room at the end. 

7. Turn to the Parent Handbook to share the discipline policy and the "bones" of 
LOGOS. 

8. Provide time for questions. 
9. Give directions for registration and signing up for parent participation. 
10. Dismiss with prayer and begin registration.  
 
 
Sample 2: Two-Part Gathering 
 
After the first year, you may wish to plan a two-part Parent Connection. 
 Part One: Invite parents new to LOGOS to come 45 minutes earlier than 

parents who are familiar with it. This gives you a chance to share more detail 
than is necessary for the other parents. 

 Part Two: When the rest of the parents arrive, continue with your meeting, 
sharing the important information all parents need. It is during this part of 
the meeting that any fun activities will be experienced, refreshments are 
served and registration will take place.   

 
Sample 3: Theograms 
 
1. Welcome and prayer by the clergy. 
2. Introduction of the theological concepts and how they relate to what happens 

in LOGOS. Other topics that may be addressed are: problems facing youth, the 
spiritual responsibilities of parents, commitment required for quality ministry, 
the parental role in taking leadership with their own children in setting values, 
the relationship between LOGOS and the other Christian Education/nurture 
programs of the church. 

3. Show the High Vision video. 
4. Introduction of leaders and stories of how they were called. 
5. Distribute the Parent Handbook and go through it answering questions. 
6. Review the Discipline policy. 
7. Show organization chart of LOGOS if one is needed.  
8. Register students.   
9. Tell the parents how and where to sign up to fulfill their covenant to participate 

in LOGOS.  
10. Hand out the Bible Study student books. 
11. Close with prayer. 
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Sample 4: Family Gathering 
 
This format is especially suited for LOGOS weekly experiences that have been in 
operation for a few years. Invite the whole family to attend in addition to the 
parents who are required to be there. Serve a light supper (this may be 
sandwiches, chips, salads and desserts brought by families). 
1. Begin with an opening prayer. Singing prayers is especially fun.  
2. Assign Table Parents for each table. 
3. Review and emphasize the theological foundations for LOGOS.  
4. Show one of the videos available from LOGOS. 
5. Introduce the staff. 
6. Distribute Parent Handbooks and answer any questions. 
7. Register students.   
8. Distribute student books for Bible Study. 
9. Have parents sign up for parent participation.  
10. Close with prayer. 
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Parent Handbook 
 

It is very helpful to have centralized information for adults who have registered 
young people in LOGOS. This information can be in printed form (a handbook), on a 
particular page on the church’s website, or in a digital file that is e-mailed to all 
parents and other adults who have registered young people in LOGOS. This is an 
effective way to make all the pertinent information for the year in one place. This 
information is shared with adults either before they have registered their young 
person of immediately afterwards.  
 
The handbook is provided during The Parent Connection and reviewed as part of the 
agenda for the meeting. 
 
Suggestions for Contents 
 
1. Letter to the parents from the clergy with statements reflecting the clergy's 

enthusiasm for LOGOS, how LOGOS contributes to the nurture of the children, 
youth and adults involved in LOGOS, as well as the whole church. 

2. Definition of LOGOS and a description of the weekly experience 

3. Listing of the four parts with a short description of each and the names of the 
coordinators for each part and/or the leaders for each part 

4. Expectation of regular attendance in church school and worship 

5. Parent Participation, specifically the value of parent participation and the 
expectations of parents to serve in LOGOS, ideas for ways to participate, and 
the expectation of parental support  

6. Child Care for preschoolers, including time and place, names of childcare 
providers, and where to find more information 

7. Discipline policy, including covenants, and the role of the Comforter (sample 
covenants are in the LOGOS Ideas Collection, free in the GenOn Ministries 
online store. 

8. Arrangements and policy for bringing guests 

9. Weekly Schedule showing the activity of each grade 

10. Annual Calendar, including themes for each Family Time and dates when 
LOGOS will not meet 

11. Schedule for Worship Leadership 

a. If there is more than one service for the congregation each week, it is 
good to include a schedule that reminds parents in which service the 
children are providing worship leadership.  
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b. The dates of special rehearsals and performance dates for musicals should 
be on the schedule also. 

12. Registration, stating the four parts of registration:  

a. Attending The Parent Connection 

b. Filling out a registration card for each young person 

c. Fees, include explanation of fees, arrangements for scholarships, and 
ways to pay 

d. Committing to parent service 

13. The LOGOS Encounter 
Describe The LOGOS Encounter to let parents know that the church sends 
people each year for training. Invite parents to let the Director know if they 
are interested in attending an experience. 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 
The following questions are almost always asked at The Parent Connection. 
Suggested answers are given, but should be modified to answer appropriately for a 
given church. 
 
My young person has too much homework. What shall we do? 
 
We usually make time for those things we count important. Priorities need to be 
established. If you consider that a young person will spend time eating dinner 
whether at church or at home, the rest of the time required by LOGOS is not 
extravagant, especially if compared to the amount of time a child or youth spends 
watching TV or on other activities. If you are offering a study hall, share that 
information. 
 
Does every child/youth enrolled in LOGOS have to be in Worship Skills? 
  
Yes. This is a way youth and children prepare to give personal service to God and 
the church.  
 
Can my child/youth come to choir only? 
 
No. The value of LOGOS is not in the individual activities, but in the total ministry of 
growing relationships through a variety of activities. It is a balanced approach to an 
understanding of Christian discipleship. 
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Can we do away with dinner and save time, trouble and money? 
 
To eliminate any one-quarter of LOGOS diminishes its importance and success by 
over half. We know that there is something almost sacramental about eating 
together. 
 
Doesn't LOGOS compete with church school and youth fellowship?  
 
Not usually. It can be expected to strengthen them. The young people who come to 
church school and the fellowship groups have developed friendships in LOGOS and 
are more motivated to attend other groups because that is where their friends are. 
 
Can my neighbor who belongs to another church join? 
 
Children and youth from other churches are welcomed into LOGOS with the 
understanding by the parents and the young persons that LOGOS is not simply a 
weekday program. There is a strong emphasis on weekly congregational worship 
participation. To join LOGOS is to commit oneself in large measure to the full 
ministry of the LOGOS church. The family is told, "We will be glad to accept you in 
LOGOS for a year. During that time we expect your child to be present whenever 
his/her group is leading in worship. We also ask that you tell your clergy that you 
have enrolled in LOGOS and encourage him/her to consider starting LOGOS in your 
church. We will then do all we can to help you and your church prepare this year to 
begin LOGOS in your church next year.” 
 
My child/youth is involved in after school activities. Can he/she come to 
only part of LOGOS? 
 
We recommend that for elementary grades, the church stand firm in requiring all 
students to attend all parts of LOGOS. LOGOS for youth provides some flexibility. 
Since most youth activities do not run the whole year, and are of extracurricular 
value in the life of a developing young person, it is suggested that the young 
person make up as much missed work as possible and come to LOGOS as soon as 
possible after the activity. Following the "season," the young person resumes full 
participation in LOGOS. 
 
I work and cannot help at dinner. What shall I do? 
 
There are other areas of service at a later hour such as clean up tasks. Some 
service tasks that can be accomplished at home at your convenience. 
 
How can my child get here when I don't get home from work in time to 
drive?   
 
We will do everything we can to assist in developing car pools. 
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What do you do to insure the safety of my child? 
 
We check the building for safety several times a year. First aid kits are located 
throughout the church building and are kept full with fresh supplies. An evacuation 
plan is in place and the young people have drills a couple of times a year. No one 
adult is ever left alone with young people. We also have a check-in and check-out 
system. 
 
Is there childcare for my children who are not old enough to participate in 
LOGOS? 
 
On the nights you must be here to serve in LOGOS, childcare will be provided for 
your children who are too young to be registered in LOGOS. 
 
Our families struggle with being at the church for 3 to 4 hours of LOGOS 
each week.  How can we still offer LOGOS, but in a shorter time frame?  
 
Be sure to have a conversation about what the real problem might be.  Perhaps it is 
an issue about homework.  If so, work toward solutions by offering a study hall or 
tutoring.  Consider your scheduling. Can the scheduling be altered by staggering 
the times for younger children to start and leave earlier?  If these are not the 
problem, have conversations about the importance of all four parts in nurturing 
spiritual growth and relationships.  Building relationships takes time, and 
relationships are what LOGOS is about. When we give our young people our 
valuable time, they know that we care for them. 
 
Our Leadership Team has trouble finding enough volunteers to help. What 
can we do? 
 
Check to see that all parents of LOGOS are involved and are doing their share. Be 
sure to also call some people to this ministry who do not have young people 
involved in LOGOS. Be sure to use the call process instead of recruitment. Ask the 
senior clergy to attend a LOGOS Encounter training if he or she has not attended 
one in the past several years. It adds strength to this ministry when the entire 
pastoral staff has been trained, but having senior clergy trained is essential. Invite 
others to also attend training and share what they learn with others. This often will 
strengthen a ministry and get things back on track. 
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ATTENDANCE GUIDELINES 
 
LOGOS provides a weekly lift and renewal through quality Christian experiences. 
For young people living in today’s world, this regular experience can provide 
stability and encouragement to stand up to and face the pressures and temptations 
our culture provides for them. Regular attendance at LOGOS is essential for the 
development of excellence.  
 
REALITY: ABUNDANT LIVING-GIVING RELATIONSHIP 
An abundant life-giving relationship with God through Jesus Christ is more 
important than anything else in life. 
CONVICTION: NURTURE – MOST IMPORTANT   Nurturing people, especially 
youth and children, into this relationship of faith with God through Jesus Christ is 
the most important thing the church ever does. 
 
REALITY: SIGNIFICANT COMMITMENT   Great goals are achieved only with 
significant commitment of time, energy and ability. High standards of disciplined 
commitment are inherent elements of genuine Christian experience and nurture. 
CONVICTION: HIGH EXPECTATIONS   Ministry modeled after Christ’s example 
sets high expectations and makes demands on youth and parents, pastors, other 
church professionals, and the congregation.  
 

REALITY: PARENTING   The positive experience of quality parenting relationships 
is of utmost importance to the nurture of young people. When there is 
understanding, participation, and support of the goals of Christian nurture by 
parents and other adults, there is assurance of lasting, effective Christian nurturing 
into Christian discipleship. 
CONVICTION: PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT   Parental or supportive adult 
involvement, in the church and home, must be present for effective Christian 
nurture.  
 
Taking Attendance 
 
Checking the young people in to LOGOS each week is recommended.  A Check-in 
station is a great place to welcome everyone as they arrive, hand out nametags 
and post any important information for all to see.  Knowing who is in the building 
(or not) is a good safety practice but it also allows you to monitor when children or 
youth have not been attending LOGOS allowing for better follow-up (like sending 
“We missed you!” cards).  Taking attendance in each class allows you to monitor 
patterns of participants who often arrive late or leave early. For safety issues, it is 
recommended to have a careful check-out process as well. 
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Guests Brought by Children 
 
The Leadership Team should make decisions about when visitor may attend. Many 
churches allow visitors every week, while other church set particular days for 
visitors. Be sure to have a system set up for obtaining important information about 
the guest when they arrive. If there is an emergency, you will need names, phone 
numbers and permission to treat the child. 
 
Put guidelines for inviting guests in the Parent Handbook.  Exception for these 
guidelines should be made for older youth who are encouraged to bring friends at 
any time (see section below). 
 
The week before a "Bring A Friend" night, hand out materials for everyone to make 
an invitation for their friend, or supply printed ones. 
 
To insure that both the LOGOS child's parents and the guest's parents know about 
this invitation, provide a form for the child to take home for his/her parents. Copies 
of these forms may be kept by Table Parents so they are available whenever a child 
wants to invite a guest. 
 
Sample Forms for Guest are in the LOGOS Ideas Collection, free in the GenOn 
Ministries online store. 
 
Guests Brought by Older Youth 
 
Encourage older youth to bring their friends anytime. Provide a form for those who 
plan ahead. It is good for youth to realize that this information is necessary for 
their protection, that of the church and their guest. 
 
If someone brings a guest and the form has not been filled out, obtain as much 
information as possible when the guest arrives. Ask the young person if parents or 
guardians know they have come to the church. Call and confirm transportation 
arrangements and emergency information. 
 
A Sample Youth Invitation Form is in the LOGOS Ideas Collection (free in the 
GenOn Ministries store). 
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FINANCIAL PLANNING 
Setting a Budget 
 
There are multiple ways to underwrite the costs of LOGOS, like the operating 
budget of a church absorbing the costs of LOGOS, or parents being responsible for 
the costs. The most effective way to finance LOGOS is a combination of both. When 
parents accept financial responsibility for their own youth and children's 
participation, they will more likely assume responsibility and assure the student's 
attendance. When a church underwrites training costs, the whole church commits 
to the sustainability of LOGOS. 
 
Scholarship for families who need assistance should always be offered, and can 
usually be funded by those in the church who believe in LOGOS and have no 
children to participate. Of course, names of scholarship recipients are known only to 
the necessary few, such as the clergy and the LOGOS Director. 
 
Fees vary for each church. Generally, the fee for each participant is expected to 
cover the costs of meals, curriculum and supplies. Other expenses may need to be 
included, depending on what can or cannot be covered by the Christian Education 
budget and Music budget of the church. 
 
Basic costs per participate include: 
 
Meal cost (usually $3.00-$4.00 per meal) times 
the number of weeks LOGOS will meet   =     __________ 
  
Bible study resources     =     __________ 
 
Recreation resources     =     __________ 
 
Other expenses      =     __________ 
 
TOTAL        =     __________ 
 
Many churches set a maximum fee per family. 
 
Payment Plan 
 
Fees should be paid at registration. Many churches offer a payment plan over the 
first 2 months of LOGOS. It is not good wisdom to collect fees weekly throughout 
the year. There are several benefits to paying in full at a certain time.  
1. There are fewer dropouts. The commitment is for the entire school year, and 

payment has been made for the entire year. 
2. Advantage can be taken of bulk sales, discounts and reduced prices in 

purchasing the year's food supplies. 
3. More efficient planning can be done because it is certain how much money is 

available for the entire year. 
4. It takes less administrative work than taking money each term. 
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The following payment plan could be offered: 
 Deposit at registration  One third 
 Due in October   One third 
 Due in November   Balance 
 
Other Expenses 
 
Other expenses to be considered in the LOGOS budget, covered by special gifts or 
by the church budget: 
• Awards, materials for recognition of service and participation  
• Teacher supplies 
• Music 
• Cost of Teacher's Notebooks (if printing) 
• Drama supplies  
• LOGOS training expenses 
• Miscellaneous kitchen and Family Time needs (i.e. tablecloths, serving dishes, 

decorations, etc.) 
 
A policy decision needs to be made about paying for meals for the adults who are 
serving in LOGOS. Will teachers, leaders and helpers, be asked to pay for their 
dinner each night, or will this expense be absorbed by the LOGOS budget? If it is 
absorbed, how is this expense covered? Some churches tell adults the meal costs 
and provide a basket for those who wish to contribute to the cost of the meal or 
offer an opportunity to make a donation for the whole year. 
 
It is expected that guests or their host will pay for the guest's meal. 
 
It is responsible stewardship to carefully consider all possible costs, then meet with 
those persons who are responsible for determining the Christian Education budget 
to decide which costs can be included in that budget. Be sure to communicate to 
parents what expenses their fees cover. 
 
If financing LOGOS is a challenge, it may be necessary to find funding outside of 
the church to subsidize the costs and thus lower the fee for families to a level that 
is affordable. For additional ideas on funding LOGOS, contact a GenOn regional 
advisor. 
 
The First Year 
 
In the first year of LOGOS, there will often be "start-up" costs. Starting LOGOS is a 
little like moving into a new house. There can be many small items that need to be 
purchased just to be comfortable and functional. Consider sources for these 
expenses. Is it possible to find "seed money" from supportive adults of the 
congregation or some groups in the church to start LOGOS? 
 
You may want to develop a "Wish List" of items that would be of help in your work 
with young people. Post it in a visible location. Publish it in your church newsletter.  
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Receipt of Gifts 
 
When a church makes the commitment to follow the policies and recommendations 
of LOGOS, it can be expected that their local ministry will be so successful that 
unsolicited gifts of equipment and money will be received. Be assertive in 
accountability. In addition to a letter of thanks sent in response to gifts, follow up 
with another letter at a later time telling how the gifts were used and enjoyed by 
the young people and adults in LOGOS. 
 
One church LOGOS director sent a letter at the end of the year that began: 
 
LOGOS Stockholder's Report: 
Your investment in the young people of ___________Church has paid great 
dividends and it is a delight to report the good news to you. 
Following this opening statement was a report of the new equipment and materials 
purchased with the money as well as news of how the lives of persons in LOGOS, 
including adults as well as young people without using names of course, were being 
positively affected.) 
 
The report ended: 
 
As you have been generous in response to the Lord's work in the lives of the youth 
and children of this church, we pledge to you our faithfulness in stewardship of your 
investment. 
 
There was a positive response to the letter. Several sent a note of appreciation for 
the letter and enclosed further contributions. Others sent checks and asked to be 
added to the list of Stockholders. Stockholder's Reports were sent twice a year. 
 
Be creative about finding your own way of being accountable to persons that help 
provide those wonderful extras for young people. 
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WEEKLY SCHEDULE 
 
LOGOS weekly schedules are particular to each church. Consider the schedules of 
the adult leaders and the needs of the young people when determining the time of 
day LOGOS will begin and when it will end.  
General Guidelines 
 
 All youth and children attend all four parts. 
 
 30-50 minutes is scheduled for each part.  
 
 A staggered schedule may allow for school and activity schedules of various age 

groups. Elementary children may come earlier in the afternoon, younger youth 
later, and older youth arrive later and also stay later.  

 
 To set the starting time, consider the time that the staff for the first part of 

LOGOS and the majority of young people can arrive at church. 
 
Pre-school Children 
 
When children, grade three and younger are included, they meet with an 
abbreviated schedule for Recreation, Worship Skills, and Bible Study and Family 
Time. 
 
Youth 
 
Recreation is often scheduled first to allow youth to arrive at different times, 
depending on their school schedule. Remember, special flexibility needs to be built 
into the Youth LOGOS schedule.  
 
If there is a "critical mass," the youth may meet on a separate night. (See LOGOS 
User Guide: Youth for discussion of "critical mass") 
 
If the youth meet separately from the younger children, the Family Time may 
require less than 60 minutes. 
 
Some clergy may arrange to meet at another time of the week with those who 
cannot be in Bible during a certain season. The youth are kept current with the 
Bible class until they are able to rejoin it when their "seasonal event" is over. 
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Age Groupings  
 
The following assumes 6th grade is a part of elementary school. However, in many 
parts of the country, 6th grade is part of middle school.  
 
Bible Study 
It is recommended that there be a class for each grade for elementary students. It 
is suggested that if there are three or more students per grade, there is a separate 
classes for each grade. Realistically, it works well to combine 2 grades for Bible 
Study. Younger youth classes can be combined. High school youth may meet 
together, or divided into 9-10, 11-12. If the group is very large, divide into 
individual grades. 
 
Worship Skills 
For elementary grades, consider grouping grades 1-3 and grades 4-6 for Worship 
Skills. For younger and older youth, there may be a variety of options for Worship 
Skills. For choir there needs to be enough participants to provide a comfort level for 
everyone. Bells choirs require a certain level of musical background.  Consider 
whether the high school and middle school students would work well together. 

 
Recreation  
Group students as they are grouped for Bible study and/or Worship Skills. It is not 
recommended that all elementary grades participate in recreation together, but it 
often works to group younger elementary together and older elementary together. 
For youth, again consider your group, but middle school and high school youth 
might prefer to have separate recreation times. 
 
Family Time 
Family Time is when the whole community joins together. Some LOGOS ministries 
successfully combine all grades for Family Time. Table groups may be composed of 
students from different grades. Often the middle school may be grouped together. 
It is recommended that high school students sit together. If your youth group is 
large, a separate dining area may be needed. However, do not always assume that 
youth want to be separated. Consider the relationships they have with the others in 
your LOGOS weekly experience.   
 
Facilities 
 
Space will need to be available for all 4 parts of LOGOS. Look at the weekly 
schedule and assign spaces accordingly. Creative use of the church's facilities may 
be needed. Some questions to consider:  
 
• What space do we have for recreation? Gym, very large room, ordinary 

classrooms, outdoor paved area, grass, and playground? If there is no outdoor 
area for recreation and you need to meet indoors, what differences in the 
scheduling of rooms will that make? What opportunities will changing seasons 
offer? Can a parking lot be used for roller-skating, basketball, volleyball, four-
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square, relays? Is there a school playground or park close enough to use 
occasionally? 

 
• What area can be used for Worship Skills? A choir room? A classroom with a 

piano? The sanctuary? 
 
• What rooms will be best for Bible Study? Will the area that is used for 4th grade 

be just as good for the youth? If not, which group will be given priority for which 
room if there is a conflict caused by limited facilities? 

 
• What about Family Time? Do you have a large fellowship hall or similar type 

room that you are not going to be using for recreation? Do you need to use one 
or more other large rooms? Will you need a separate dining room for youth or 
extra adults? One church served food in four different dining rooms using food 
carts and outdoor walkways to move to different levels without having to 
negotiate stairs! One used an elevator. Still other churches have conducted 
LOGOS in several houses of the congregation because they had no church 
building. Different age groups met in different houses. What if your church 
building is very small, but you have a large registration? Can everyone eat 
together or will you need to have two different times for eating? 

 
• What are some other considerations unique to your church? What are some 

creative ways of solving your space problems? 
 
If the number of young people enrolled in LOGOS makes it impossible to have 
everyone at the church on the same night, there are several options to consider. 
 

Have the younger group of children (Grades 1-3, or 1-2) come early enough so 
that they have left by the time the rest of the young people arrive. Staggering 
schedules allows both groups to use the same space. 
 

OR 
 

Have all elementary grades on one night and all youth on another night. 
 

OR 
 

Schedule the children so their last period is Family Time and have youth arrive 
in time for Family Time to be their first period. This allows everyone to eat at 
the same time even if they are eating in different rooms, and frees all the rooms 
that were used by the children for Bible Study, Recreation and Worship Skills for 
use by the youth. 
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Sample Schedules 
 
When considering the above questions, the schedule will emerge. The sample 
schedules (following) may help give further ideas. Your schedule will depend on the 
number of young people in LOGOS and the hour when everyone involved can get to 
the church, and your facilities. 
 
The starting time for each group on the sample schedules assumes that the adults 
who are responsible for the first period can be at the church that early. But, if the 
adults cannot be there that early, consider starting LOGOS later. At first glance, 
starting at 4:00 or 5:00 o'clock may seem too late for children. But when children 
can go home, get a snack, rest and do their homework before coming to LOGOS, 
they usually gain energy, and are able to manage the later hour. Youth do not have 
a problem with the later starting time. 
 
If LOGOS starts at a later hour, parents will need to be told that the LOGOS staff 
assumes children will have their homework done before they arrive at church. If 
homework is a very real issue, some churches offer a study hall or tutoring before 
LOGOS starts. Some offer a study hall during Recreation. If study hall is offered 
during Recreation it must be firmly supervised by an adult so that only young 
people who really need to be there attend. It must not be used as "free time" just 
to get out of attending Recreation.  
 
Sample Schedule 

Grades 1-2 -3: [abbreviated times] 
3:45 - 4:15:  Recreation  
4:15 - 4:45:  Worship Skills 
4:50 - 5:30:  Bible Study 
5:35 - 6:25:  Family Time 

 
Grades 4-5-6 

3:45 - 4:35: Recreation  
4:40 - 5:30: Worship Skills 
5:35 - 6:25: Family Time 
6:30 - 7:30: Bible Study (each grade meeting separately) 

 
Grades 7-8 

3:45 - 4:35: Recreation  
4:40 - 5:30: Bible Study (each grade meeting separately) 
5:35 - 6:25: Family Time 
6:35 - 7:25: Worship Skills 

 
Grades 9-12 

4:40 - 5:30 Recreation Play 
5:35 - 6:25 Family Time 
6:35 - 7:25 Worship Skills 
7:30 - 8:30 Bible Study 
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REGISTRATION PROCESS 
 
Registration is the culmination of a planned program of publicity and promotion. 
The process involves completing forms for each child/youth, signing release forms, 
paying fees, and attending Parent Connection. 
 
Sample registration forms are in the LOGOS Ideas Collection, free in the GenOn 
Ministries online store. Notice how medical information can be incorporated into the 
registration form. If a medical form is not included in the registration form, be sure 
to have a separate medical form for parents to sign. 
 
Closing Registration 
 
The Leadership Team should make a decision about when to close registration and 
when to have registration entry points. Some churches have registration at the 
beginning of each trimester or semester.  
 
It is recommended that children and youth are registered for the whole year at the 
fall registration. New members may enter at pre-determined points and pay a pro-
rated fee. Allow time between registration times for relationships to build. Of 
course, a Parent Connection needs to be held whenever there is registration. 
 
An opportunity can be provided for young people to visit LOGOS as a guest. Set a 
policy for the number of times (usually three times) a person can attend as a guest. 
When a young person has shown enough interest to attend three times, a member 
of the clergy or the LOGOS Director makes a visit to the parents to talk about 
registering the child in LOGOS at the next entry point. 
 
Including Young People from Other Churches 
 
Youth and children who belong to another church and participate in a LOGOS 
church are expected to participate regularly in the weekly LOGOS program and 
Sunday morning worship when leading in worship, and parents of these children 
and outh are expected to participate as any other LOGOS parent. Young persons 
from other churches will be exempt for one year from attending congregational 
worship weekly with the understanding that they will be present when their group 
has responsibility for worship leadership. We must take into consideration what we 
are saying about the integrity of the discipline of worship participation when 
accepting the registration of someone who belongs to another church. 
 
Parents of children from other churches are expected to tell their own clergy why 
the child has been registered in your LOGOS weekly experience and actively work 
to start LOGOS in their church.  
 
If young people are registered from other churches, the LOGOS church should 
assist the parents in any way possible as they pursue starting LOGOS in their own 
church. Some things that can be done are: sending materials for the clergy or staff 
to read, scheduling an Exploring LOGOS workshop for the new church,  encouraging 
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and inviting the new church to attend a LOGOS Encounter, inviting the other church 
to visit your LOGOS weekly  ministry to see it in action and send representatives to 
confer and advise. 
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PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION 
 
The samples included in LOGOS Ideas Collection (free in the GenOn Ministries 
online store) may be used when creating materials for publicity, promotion and 
training. However GenOn Ministries makes the following requests: 
1. The logo of GenOn Ministries is a registered trademark and may only be used 

with permission from GenOn Ministries in Springdale, PA. 
2. When using the word “LOGOS,” be sure to use all capital letters. 
 
Publicity for LOGOS is happening all the time both implicitly and explicitly.  
 
Implicitly: 
• Promotion of LOGOS will happen as representatives from your church return 

from attending The LOGOS Encounter and talk to others about their experience 
and share their dreams for your church's LOGOS. 

 
• Promotion happens when people see the excitement of youth and children and 

hear their stories of faith. 
 
• Promotion happens when the young people lead in the weekly congregational 

worship service. 
 
• Promotion happens when parents speak about their experiences and those of 

their children in LOGOS. 
 
Explicitly: 
• Publicity and promotion happens through printed materials, information on the 

church’s website and Facebook pages, intentional preaching and 
announcements, and intentional personal contacts. 

 
Review the LOGOS User Guide: Foundations and Getting Started and the LOGOS 
User Guide: Calling Persons to Ministry. Reviewing these important sections will 
equip everyone to be consistent in the language used, and will expose the 
congregation to the basic foundations and theology which guide LOGOS. This 
understanding will help everyone to see how LOGOS benefits the whole church. 
Interpretation is a big job because a new way of thinking about ministry with youth 
and children, and commitment of the congregation to this ministry, is being 
presented. 
 
Strategies that may be used to promote LOGOS, whether starting a new program 
or sustaining LOGOS: 
• Personal conversations, one-on-one, with youth and with the parents of younger 

children. 
 
• Visiting each group of the church and presenting a program that introduces 

LOGOS and alerts people to how they can support this ministry. 
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• Begin with the oldest group of persons in the church and solicit their enthusiasm 
and support first.  

 
• Have a LOGOS style meal (maybe lunch after church) for the congregation.  
 
• Present a program featuring the Biblical foundations and theology upon which 

LOGOS is built, with emphasis on the commitment expected of everyone. Also 
schedule some fun for everyone to experience the joy of LOGOS. 

 
• Put LOGOS posters up around the church. Design and distribute flyers and 

brochures. 
 
• Put articles in the church newsletter emphasizing different aspects of LOGOS. 

Create a LOGOS page on the church website.  
 
• Visit Church School classes and youth groups to talk about LOGOS. 
 
• Request your clergy preach sermons on the theological concepts with a focus on 

how that theology is implemented in LOGOS. He or she should have been to The 
LOGOS Encounter tol be equipped to do this. 

 
• Look at the schedule of events and see how you can bring the LOGOS style of 

leadership and fun to some of those events. 
 
• Ask your clergy to send a letter to church families announcing plans for starting 

LOGOS and sharing his or her enthusiasm for it. 
 
• Plan The Parent Connection to be nurturing, informative and fun. 

 
• Set a schedule for publicity and promotion. 
 
Web Resources 
 
Explore the GenOn website:  www.genonministries.org to become informed and 
share information with your congregation about the vision of GenOn through 
LOGOS. 
 
Idea for Introducing LOGOS 
 
A few months prior to beginning LOGOS for the first time, invite enough parents to 
host a LOGOS Coffee Klatch in their homes so that all parents in the congregation 
can be invited to this event. They are to invite twelve to fifteen friends and 
acquaintances that have children or youth of the age that will be eligible to 
participate in LOGOS. The Coffee Klatch will last about two hours, usually in the 
evening so working dads and moms can attend. The expectation of the host and or 
hostess is that he or she will serve a beverage and snack and will be enthusiastic 
about getting people together, and that this will be led by the clergy. 
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Before the invitations go out for the Coffee Klatches, a letter from the clergy is sent 
to everyone. This letter announces in general terms that LOGOS will be starting in a 
few months and that there will be Coffee Klatches to which they will be invited 
where they will find out more about the ministry. The letter should strongly 
encourage persons to attend. Emphasize that they are attending without obligation. 
The letter should be "up-beat," enthusiastic and carry the message "come and find 
out what it is about and make your decision later as to whether or not you will be 
involved." 
 
Since this event is to be an interpretation/information event, the clergy should 
make it just that, spending 60 to 70 minutes talking about LOGOS from the heart, 
telling parents what it is, what it will do for them and their youth and children, and 
what it will do for the church. Testimonies can be offered from some of the children 
or youth. Remind parents about what is at stake in terms of the spiritual welfare of 
their youth and children. Stress their responsibility as parents to exercise direction 
in their children's lives in spiritual things, and not to let the children/youth 
unilaterally make decisions about whether or not they will participate. Encourage 
them to talk to their children/youth enthusiastically and express their own 
commitment to LOGOS. 
 
In response to those who think their children or youth "won't like it" or "won't 
attend a whole year," tell them "Bring us your children/youth for one term. If after 
that time they do not want to continue, we do not deserve to have them. Your job 
is to bring them; our job is to keep them." Make the presentation as personal as 
possible. Take a break for coffee and refreshments for about 10 minutes, and then 
entertain questions for the last 40 minutes. Announce the date and time of The 
Parent Connection and distribute a Parent Handbook at the end of the meeting for 
them to take home and study. 
 
Some people will want to sign up at the end of the meeting. Honor the basic 
premise of the event, that this is an interpretation meeting, and do not take sign-
ups. Do take note of persons who express interest in volunteering time, talent and 
energy and have the appropriate LOGOS staff follow-up. 
 
After the Coffee Klatches are over, announce The Parent Connection. This is a 
distinctively different meeting. While some interpretation is part of the meeting, 
this is more a matter of mechanics, answering questions, taking registrations and 
fees, as well as parent sign-ups for service. 
 
This approach works well for the first year. It is a way of reaching families in a 
personal way, which helps produce an extremely good start for LOGOS. In 
subsequent years, follow up on all new families and provide the same experience 
for everyone who might be new to LOGOS. Each year The Parent Connection takes 
on more of the burden of interpretation. Keep good records and make absolutely 
sure that everybody's initial intense exposure to the rationale and purpose of 
LOGOS is through one of these kinds of events. Of course, after the first year you 
have the advantage of having LOGOS in place for new parents and youth and 
children to visit. LOGOS itself will draw people to it and the church. 
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 Sample Newsletter Articles 
 
#1: A Successful LOGOS Experience  
Our church is known as a LOGOS Church. Along with thousands of other churches in 
the United States and around the world, we have made LOGOS a priority. A 
generous commitment of time and resources of our congregation has made sure 
that our children and young people have the best in Christian nurture.  
 
There are several important factors that contribute to the success of LOGOS in the 
church. The first is commitment of the officers, staff and congregation to provide a 
ministry that is done properly. The staff, including especially the clergy, must 
actively support LOGOS and engage in it. Our Music Director, our  Youth 
Minister, and the Clergy all believe that our Wednesday night commitment is one of 
the most important times of the week. We make it a priority to give it our best 
effort. 

  
Another ingredient is the participation of the parents and volunteer workers of the 
congregation. At least one parent is expected to do something to support LOGOS. 
This requirement is important not only because there is a great deal of work to be 
done, but also because youth and children are quick to realize that the most 
important things in family life are those things that mom and dad commit their time 
to doing. 
 
I am grateful that so many people of our congregation who do not have children, or 
do not have children in LOGOS, still help on Wednesday nights. We need that help. 
This support communicates a theological message to the youth and children.  We 
are saying that the whole family of God surrounds our youth and children and 
wants to aid them in their quest for discipleship. 
 
An obvious element in the success of LOGOS is the regular attendance and 
participation of the youth and children. Every young person ought to be enrolled 
and present every Wednesday night, taking part in Family Time, Worship Skills, 
Bible Study and Recreation. 
 
If these conditions are met and we commit ourselves to keeping in place all these 
elements, we will have a successful LOGOS program. 
 
During the next few weeks we will be seeking to organize the staff for LOGOS. I will 
be seeking to emphasize the fact that we must all commit ourselves to the very 
best that we can give to LOGOS next year. "Anything worth doing is worth doing 
well." 
 
LOGOS is a congregational venture. I am asking for your support and service. 
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#2: Children are the Heritage of the Lord 
This week marks the end of our seventh year of LOGOS. Once again, we have had 
an excellent experience. In a day when churches are losing young people at a rate 
unprecedented in our nation's history, we can celebrate the fact that this is not true 
in our church. It is no coincidence. LOGOS requires great commitment and hard 
work on the part of many. 
 
Young people are growing up in a completely different environment from what we 
knew at their ages. The number of preschoolers living with a single divorced parent 
has soared. Eight out of ten young people believe they will not live out a normal 
lifetime.  
 
Suicide among youth under 15 is on the rise. Young people are exposed to the lures 
of the drug culture from the time they are in grade school. 
 
If the Gospel of Jesus Christ is true, then reaching youth and nurturing them into 
discipleship is among the most urgent tasks of the church today! 
 
Brochures and Web Pages 
 
When designing promotional material, whether for brochures and flyers, a Facebook 
page or other web pages, it will be helpful to consider answers to these questions: 
 
Do you want special names for each group of youth and children in LOGOS? 
A name for those in grade school, a name for middle school, a name for high 
school? Decide which names to use. Whatever special names you choose, include 
"GenOn Ministries" on literature to remind your families of your relationship to the 
organization. 
 
Do you want a logo to identify your LOGOS program? If so, who will design it? 
 
To whom will the material be distributed and how will it be distributed? 
• Mailed? Emailed? To whom? Content should be directed specifically to the group 

receiving it. Material designed for high school students will be different than one 
designed for parents. A brochure for the whole congregation will be different 
than either of the others.  
 

• Will you create a web page for your church website? Will you set up a Facebook 
page, a texting group? What will work best to reach the most people in your 
congregation? How will you send out the web address? 

 
• Bulletin Insert? Design to fit the size of the bulletin. 
 
Handed out during the fellowship time after church? It needs to be a general 
information brochure because it will be given to everyone. 
 
Given out at Church School and Youth Groups? If so, design different brochures for 
youth and children. 
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Have you included answers to the five important questions?   
Who? 
Grade levels included in LOGOS 
Involvement of parents 
Support of church staff 
Names of leaders of LOGOS 
Policy for bringing friends 
 
What? 
Description of LOGOS 
Information about the four parts and leadership for congregational worship 
 
Where? 
Place for The Parent Connection 
Where to report the first night 
 
When? 
Include schedules for weekly meetings (what time LOGOS begins and ends each 
week) and when LOGOS will begin and end for the year.  
Information about The Parent Connection, including registration and costs. 
 
Why? 
Response to Christ's call 
The purpose of the ministry 
Response to the culture 
 
If one of the purposes of the promotional material is to help adults know how they 
can participate in LOGOS, include a list of tasks for which you need volunteers.  
 
What else is important to LOGOS in your church? 
 
A few tips: 

• Keep the text brief and to the point. 
• Make sure websites are easy to navigate.  
• Make sure all links to schedules and such are working properly and in PDF 

format. 
• The less text to read, the more people will read it. 
• Use colors that are easily read. 
• Use a font size that allows for easy reading. 
• Keep brochures to one sheet of paper.  
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Posters, Banners and Visuals 
 
Create posters and/or banners, to display around the church. Create visuals that 
will call attention to the basic principles and theology of LOGOS that you can use in 
meetings with the congregation and in training events with leaders. 
 
To make the posters/banners/and visuals, look for people with gifts of calligraphy, 
drawing, design, sewing and computer skills. The illustrations found in the LOGOS 
User Guide: Foundations and Getting Started may be used. 
 
Some topics for posters and banners:  
• Cultural context in which our youth and children are living 
• Biblical passages related to being created in the image of God                                                            
• Combining theory and practice 
• "Two Rail" design 
• Four parts of LOGOS and their goals 
• Sharing gifts of worship leadership  
• Nurture Realities 
• LOGOS Bones 
• Being called to ministry 
• Ways we can share our gifts  
• Theograms 
• Discipline policy and plans in the church 
• One Rule of LOGOS (Post it when you gather for any LOGOS-related meeting.)                                        
 
Create posters to call attention to: 
• The Parent Connection (when and where) 
• The beginning date of LOGOS                     
• Special events:  a musical, participation in a mission project, talent night 
• Other LOGOS events particular to your church. (add your own ideas) 
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EVALUATION AND PROBLEM SOLVING 
 
Every ministry area in the church experiences constant evaluation by those 
involved in leadership and implementation and those observing it. This evaluation 
process is usually informal, highly personal, and is often subjective. 
 
The leaders of LOGOS need to be objective and constructive in the way they 
continually evaluate this ministry. These leaders take the comments of people in 
LOGOS seriously and listen carefully to both the positive and negative words. They 
often seek evaluation from those involved and especially those persons in whom 
they have confidence. The temptation to ignore or pass off comments from 
unhappy people because they "did not understand what we were trying to do" is 
resisted. 
 
The administrative team is guided by their understanding of the "bones" that 
provide structure, the theology that provides the foundation, and remembering that 
relationships are everything, when deciding how to respond, when concerns are 
raised regarding LOGOS. 
 
Whenever the temptation presents itself to make a change in LOGOS, the following 
questions must be asked: 
• Will making a change impact the basic structure that will lead to a less effective 

LOGOS? 
• Will making a change break a "bone"? 
• Will making a change strengthen the overall ministry or "bone" that had been 

bent? 
• Has the unhappiness been expressed by a number of people or a few? 
• What is behind the expression of unhappiness? 
• Have people had an opportunity to express their opinions in the right places and 

at the appropriate time? 
• Who best addresses this issue, the Clergy and Director, the LOGOS Leadership 

Team, or a particular person on the staff? 
• How are personal relationships involved and how will they be affected by 

change? 
 
Keep lines of accountability clear, making sure everyone knows with whom to share 
their concerns. 
 
The LOGOS Leadership Team creates and enforces policies. These leaders should 
have attended a LOGOS Encounter training event in order to have a strong grasp of 
the WHY behind the decisions for the ministry. The Leadership Team should 
respond to concerns based on that understanding. 
 
The day-to-day, informal evaluation and problem solving that occurs throughout 
the year can keep LOGOS fine-tuned and running smoothly. At LOGOS staff 
meetings, meetings of the Bible study teachers, the Recreation leaders, or the 
Table Parents, problems or potential problems may be brought before the group, or 
may be shared privately with the Director or Clergy. 
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Examples of group concerns: 
• The Fifth Graders are having a hard time enjoying each other during Recreation. 

I need some ideas for some options of ways to respond to them. 
• The beginning of Family Time is sloppy. It is taking l0 minutes for everyone to 

get there so we can start. That gives them too much time to run around. What 
can we do to get them there on time, or engage them as soon as they come 
through the door? Is the problem that classes are running over, or is it a 
problem of getting everyone through the bathroom before dinner? 

 
Examples of concerns to be shared privately with the Clergy or Director: 
• Mrs. Henney came to me all upset last Sunday because she thought she had 

paid all her enrollment fees and should not have received a reminder about her 
last payment. I showed her my record, which showed the payment had not been 
made. She did not believe me. What shall I do? 

 
• Brandon is obviously not receiving any help at home with home-study 

assignments for Bible. His mother is not following through on her parent 
volunteer work either. I need help to know how to minister to her. 

 
• I am worried about Shirley and the Bible class she is teaching. Her lessons are 

not well planned, and the children are starting to complain about Bible being 
boring. She has not been coming to our training sessions either. When I have 
talked to her she speaks with enthusiasm about teaching. What are some next 
steps I can take with her? 

 
Always protect the privacy of persons who are having problems. Never discuss 
private matters in a group. 
 
As concerns arise, several things happen besides solving the problem: 
• The person with the concern feels supported and nurtured as ideas and help are 

offered. There can be a review of the foundations and "bones" of LOGOS which 
serves to train persons who have not been to a LOGOS training event. It also 
reminds those who have been to training of a "why" they may have forgotten. 

• Relationships are strengthened as people work together to solve problems. 
• Prayers are given focus. 
 
Ways to Approach Formal Evaluation 
 
The word evaluation brings to mind a process by which we look critically at what we 
have been doing in order to fix what is wrong. The purpose of evaluation or 
reflection is to measure what we did during the year in order to see if we have 
reached our goals. It is very important to focus on the good things that have 
happened and not look only at the negative. 
 
We have mentioned one form of evaluation, which happens during the year. There 
are at least two other primary types of evaluation that happen at the end of the 
year. 
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• The primary leaders of LOGOS reflect on the year. They make "course 
corrections" so that the weekly program meets the standards of LOGOS. 

 
• Reflections by parents and others who participated in LOGOS are shared.  

These reflections focus on the experiences of persons who have volunteered 
throughout the year. These reflections help the LOGOS Leadership Team know 
how well they have communicated the Why of the decisions and how well they 
have supported leaders and workers in their ministry. They will discover areas 
needing improvements or clarifications, better ways of dividing ministry tasks, 
and whether or not they need to improve the way they express appreciation for 
the work that parents and others are doing. Many times a minor adjustment can 
correct a major difficulty. 

 
What are some ways to conduct this formal evaluation and reflection? 
The best evaluation of LOGOS will happen by using the Children’s Ministry 
Effectiveness Model and/or Youth Ministry Effectiveness Model, both available in the 
GenOn Ministries online store. These tools incorporate the input of all teachers, 
leaders and parents. 
 
As a follow-up, the Leadership Team can use the results to guide decision-making. 
This becomes a teaching time.  
 
Other methods of evaluating are available in the LOGOS Ideas Collection, free in 
the GenOn Ministries online store. 
 
How to Respond When a Number of Parents Have a Complaint or Concern that 
Expresses Their Desire for a Change that Will Break a "Bone" or Affect the 
Foundations of LOGOS. 
First, find out what is behind the concern! For example: "LOGOS should be shorter. 
Three-and-a-half hours is too long." 
 
In one church this concern was expressed in several different ways by six or seven 
parents. Since the church had just finished their first year of LOGOS, the LOGOS 
Leadership Team was quite sensitive to criticism and was very concerned with 
"keeping everyone happy." Their natural instinct was to respond by looking at ways 
to shorten the amount of time. But they remembered the recommendations about 
each part of LOGOS being a minimum of 50 minutes with Family Time being 60 
minutes and the reasons for these recommendations. The Team realized that 
shortening the time would diminish the effectiveness of LOGOS. 
 
The first concern should not be, “How do we change LOGOS so these parents are 
happy?” 
 
The first concern should be, 
"How can we minister to these parents and maintain the integrity of the LOGOS?" 
The Leadership Team noticed that the parents who had expressed this concern 
were all parents of students entering the Grade 4. When talking to the parents to 
see what was behind their concern, it was discovered that they were afraid that 
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their children would not have enough time for homework. In that town, Grade 4 is 
the heaviest homework year of a child's school career. When the Leadership Team 
made this discovery, they realized the problem was not the length of LOGOS. The 
problem was homework. They could respond to the concern by offering study hall 
and tutoring without changing the amount of time for LOGOS. The families were 
ministered to and the integrity of LOGOS was maintained. 
 
Often the concern or criticism that is initially expressed does not state the 
underlying problem. Determine what people are really saying before making drastic 
changes. 
 
Only those persons who understand the foundation of LOGOS, have attended a 
LOGOS Encounter and serve on the LOGOS Leadership Team should evaluate those 
reflections and evaluations shared by others and determine whether or not a 
significant change should be made. Often it is not a case of changing something, 
but of doing a better job of interpretation and education. 
 
Responding to Concerns 
All during the year, and especially when reflecting on LOGOS at the end of the year, 
situations will arise that need attention for this ministry to continue to be effective 
and grow to its full potential of excellence.  
 
The GenOn Ministries’ accumulated ministry experience has shown some areas that 
are common to a number of churches. Almost always, when LOGOS is not going as 
well as we know it should, the cause is that decisions have been adopted that break 
the "bones" of LOGOS, or the church has chosen not to follow the recommendations 
and guidelines that LOGOS has found to work best. 
 
Common Concerns and Responses 
 
Concern: We cannot get enough leaders and workers. 
 
Check to see that all parents of LOGOS are involved and are doing their share. 
Be sure to also call some people to this ministry who do not have young people 
involved in LOGOS. 
Use the call process instead of recruitment. 
Ask the senior clergy to attend a LOGOS Encounter if he or she has not attended 
one in the past several years. It adds strength to this ministry when the entire 
pastoral staff has been trained, but having senior clergy trained is essential. 
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Concern: Leaders and workers are burned out. 
 
Pray! This concern is directly related to not having enough leaders and workers. Go 
back to the basics. Emphasize the need for prayer for the church, for each other, 
for each young person in that adult's care, for strength, guidance, wisdom, 
endurance, etc. Pray with teachers and leaders before beginning their responsibility 
each week. It will not work to just ask them to do it. Each group must have a 
facilitator. 
 
Lack of fellowship of leaders and workers with one another is a common cause.  
 
Are regular faculty meetings, including everyone with leadership responsibilities, 
scheduled throughout the year? The most common mistake made by new and even 
experienced LOGOS churches is neglecting regular faculty meetings. 
 
Are adults responsible for more youth or children than is possible to build 
relationships with at one time? Use the rule of thumb for Grades 1-5 that you need 
one adult for each year of the child's age. For example seven-year-olds need an 
adult for every seven children. Fewer adults are needed for youth areas, but include 
enough to build relationships with every teenager. 
 
Lack of spiritual feeding is another common cause of burn out. When leaders or 
workers are giving at a high rate of commitment, more spiritual feeding is 
necessary. Does the church have in place a systematic Bible study program for 
adults? Look for more help from those who are in or have completed those studies 
because these persons are now equipped to serve and need a place to give their 
gift. 
 
Lack of focus on the overall mission is another common cause. Send persons to a 
LOGOS Encounter training event every year. The excitement and commitment 
brought home is contagious. It is most effective when more than one or two 
persons from the church go to training together. Ideally, leaders who can travel 
together far enough away so that they are not distracted by home responsibilities 
use the time together for reflection, planning, and fellowship. 
 
Are leaders and workers shown how much they are appreciated and given public 
recognition on a regular basis? Group recognition once a year in worship is not 
enough. Consider private, as well as public words of appreciation, by those on the 
LOGOS Leadership Team. 
 
Concern: Our people will not come to faculty meetings. 
 
Set high expectations for faculty so they know they are expected to attend these 
meetings. Before they begin to lead, share this expectation. 
 
Put faculty meetings on the yearly calendar. Some meet on Saturday mornings for 
brunch, some on Sunday before church school with doughnuts and coffee, and 
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some on a weeknight. Ask your leaders when it would be most convenient for them 
before setting the date.  
 
Put dates on the church calendar and in the church newsletter.  
 
Make an agenda and let leaders know what will happen at the meetings. Publicize 
starting and ending times and observe them carefully.  
 
Include a devotional and theological focusing time, a time for celebrating successes, 
expressing needs and frustrations (not by name, please) and a time for those that 
work with each age group to be together for communication. 
 
Provide a high inspirational element in each faculty meeting. Burnout is always the 
payoff for ignoring the need for nurture. 
 
Be sure the meetings offer something of significance so they are worth attending. 
When people are filled spiritually, are given help in perfecting their skills and have 
the opportunity to build meaningful relationships, they will leave the meeting 
feeling good about attending. The most important part of a faculty meeting is to get 
your business done, but it is also important to have fun in the process. Celebrate 
being together. Dull meetings are dull! 
 
Participation of the clergy is important in the faculty meeting because we all know 
that whatever the clergy does is important. The clergy will usually lead the 
devotional time and theological refresher time, or participate in the meetings in 
some way. 
 
Concern:  Parents will not attend The Parent Connection. 
 
When LOGOS is new, enforce the requirement that registration happens only at the 
Parent Connection. Usually there will be no more questions about it after it is 
enforced for a year or two. 
 
In the church we often say that we are going to do certain things, and then we do 
not follow through. We have carefully trained our churches that we do not mean 
what we are saying. Having a requirement may be a new expectation for your 
church, so proceed kindly and firmly to enforce your decisions.  
 
Parents may not understand the value and purpose of the meeting. The leaders 
involved with LOGOS must understand why the meeting is important and believe in 
the value of the meeting in order to explain it to others. 
 
Schedule the Parent Connection at a time when most parents can come, providing 
make-up sessions at a later time. The larger the church the more a make-up 
session will be needed. For example, the main meeting may be with a meal after 
church, then make-up meetings on another night. 
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Some churches have video-taped the Parent Connection and shown it at make-up 
meetings.  
 
Keep going until every parent has attended a Parent Connection, even if you have 
to do it one-on-one at the church or in his or her home. Keep in mind that this is 
for the welfare of the young people. 
 
The Parent Connection is a good time to provide an experience of fun and Christian 
fellowship. Do the kind of planning that will make the Parent Connection the place 
to be. Make it the kind of fun that parents will be talking about for a long time. It is 
possible to build a tradition of The Parent Connection being a very special fellowship 
time that people will look forward to attending. 
 
Concern: Some parents have not paid the fees. 
 
Send a letter reminding parents that the fees are due. Ask the clergy's advice about 
collecting fees. When planning the year, set a date when all fees should be paid for 
the entire year. 
 
At the Parent Connection and in the Parent Handbook, explain the fee breakdown 
so parents will understand how the money is used.  
 
Make sure that scholarship applications are easily obtained and confidential.  
 
Concern:  Some parents do not come when they have signed up to serve. 
 
Did they forget? If so, what is the best way to remind them? A personal phone call 
to find out what happened is the first step. 
 
Does the parent understand why his or her presence is important? A parent's 
participation is necessary for fulfilling the aspects of this ministry, but there is a 
more important reason. Young people understand that parents invest their time and 
energy in whatever activities are most important to them. The young person will 
know that church is important when the parent puts a priority on being there. The 
young person will know that their parents value them when the parents are there 
for them. 
 
If the parent consistently "forgets" to show up, perhaps the parent has volunteered 
for something for which he or she does not have the appropriate gifts. Perhaps an 
assessment of gifts is in order and an opportunity to move to a different area of 
service should be provided. 
 
Parents must learn to practice theology, too. No parent has the right to act as 
though it does not matter whether someone else must do extra work. Whenever a 
parent fails to show up, the way the matter is handled sends a message that 
identifies the integrity of our covenants and commitments, or the lack of it, 
throughout the entire community. 
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Such failures of responsibility must not be either ignored or tolerated. To do so is to 
acknowledge that we do not mean what we say. When we ignore or excuse failure 
of responsibility we are communicating that "required" means "we hope you will", 
rather than "we expect you to." When this happens, the entire fabric of covenant 
and commitment is suspect. 
 
Several things can and must be done: 
The delinquent person must be called from the church at the time of each 
delinquency. 
 
If there is a real emergency that has created the absence, it can be excused. Even 
then, in almost every instance, someone could have called to notify the church and 
the LOGOS Director. Remind them of that at an appropriate time and appropriate 
way. 
 
If the absence has not involved an emergency, but only an inconvenience, an 
immediate personal conversation is essential. Someone must assume the 
responsibility of discussing the issue with the person involved. If it is done promptly 
and kindly, but unequivocally, it can save much continuing difficulty. Remind the 
individual of the Parent Covenant and the "only rule of LOGOS." Make a 
reassignment immediately. This is very important adult discipline. 
If there is a second time, repeat the process. Follow up by sending a written 
reminder of the assignment a few days prior to their day of service.  
 
If it happens a third time, a letter should be sent, signed by the LOGOS Director 
and the clergy. The "pastoral message" might be something like this: 
 Dear_____, 
It is very difficult for us to write to you regarding your several absences from the 
tasks you agreed to do in LOGOS. But it is a denial of our theology and our own 
commitment to God and to one another to act as if this has not happened. It is 
impossible for us to maintain LOGOS for the youth and children of the church 
without every parent fulfilling the commitments we all made at The Parent 
Connection when we enrolled our youth and children in LOGOS. These 
commitments were made not simply to us, but to God and to all the other parents. 
   
We want to help you if we can. We have spoken with you about this concern several 
times. As you remember, your participation in LOGOS was a condition of your 
registering your child(ren) /youth in LOGOS. It is a requirement of us all.  
  
Will you recommit yourself to a new faithfulness in your responsibilities? If you will, 
we will be so relieved. If not, we must take the only action open to us in such a 
situation. We will ask ____ to assume the responsibilities for you and so undertake 
at least some of the responsibilities of a spiritual parent for your young person. We 
will, of course, let (child's name) know that (Person’s name) is his/her "LOGOS 
parent." 
  
 We would be happy to talk further with you if you would care to do so. Please 
do not hesitate to call either one of us for such a conversation. 
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Failure to deal with this situation kindly and firmly with the few who will not 
maintain their commitments is the way the LOGOS "bones" get broken. We shrink 
from administering such discipline, but there is little if any integrity possible in the 
church's call for commitment if we do not engage in such discipline. 
 
The most important aspect (and the most transforming one) of LOGOS is bringing 
the entire active congregation into a whole new way of thinking about the church's 
nurturing ministry. It also reminds us of the depth and nature of the Lord's call for 
commitment and discipline for all that would follow Jesus and become his disciples. 
 
Concern: The children are running wild! 
 
Does the church have a discipline policy that is in effect for all church activities? If 
not, invite parents to a faculty meeting where a discipline policy that will reflect 
Christian philosophy instead of secular methods is decided. Be sure everyone knows 
about the policy: leaders, workers and young people. Spend time training the 
faculty and parents how to use the policy and how to respond when youth or 
children engage in unacceptable behavior. Get a commitment from them to use it. 
 
Assess the setting where violations are occurring. In a classroom the students may 
need to sit in chairs or around tables instead of being allowed to sit on the floor. 
Plan so that students are too busy to misbehave. If misbehavior occurs when 
traveling between each of the parts of LOGOS, the adult just finished with a part 
may need to walk with them to the place they go next, or some adults need to be 
available in halls or walkways. 
 
Are there enough adults per student? Divide the group to bring calm when there 
are problems. 
 
Were adults trained in discipline skills before LOGOS started? Discipline skills can be 
learned and/or improved with training. Tell volunteers acceptable and non-
acceptable discipline techniques to use with young people at the church. 
 
Occasionally we are faced with a child who, because of medical problems, does not 
respond to the usual methods of discipline. Such children are often unable to easily 
control their behavior. Refer to the LOGOS User Guide: Discipline for suggestions 
for dealing helpfully with such children and their families. Look at such a situation 
as an opportunity to learn to love, to teach others to love, and to stretch beyond 
that of which we think we are capable. 
 
Concern:  The young people are disrespectful and disobedient. 
 
Insure everyone is aware of the only rule of LOGOS:  that each person deserves to 
be treated as a child of God. Young persons will have to be told this, held 
accountable for it, and then helped to practice it. When parents are reinforcing this 
at home and all volunteers in each part are saying it and role modeling it, progress 
will become apparent in time. 
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Do not ignore unacceptable behavior. It will not just go away. It is guaranteed to 
get worse. Address it as soon as it starts. 
 
Invite a consultant to lead discipline training. Be sure that this training reflects 
Christian instead of secular philosophy. 
 
Loving discipline is firm discipline. Permissiveness by an adult is destructive to 
young persons and to the experience of loving relationships that is the goal.  
 
Keep trying! If one thing does not work, try something else. You may be more 
successful than you feel you are. Changing behavior takes time. Remember that 
whatever you do, you need to work at building "Christ-like" relationships. 
 
Concern: Some of our young people do not come when they have a 
responsibility for worship leadership. 
 
The clergy needs to let the young people know how important their contribution is 
to the worship service, and that they are helping the clergy to lead worship. 
 
Explain to the parents at The Parent Connection that it is their responsibility to 
bring youth and children to church and role model active and interested 
participation. It is good to mention the importance of being there on time.  
 
How often do the young people have a responsibility for worship leadership? If they 
are expected to have a part in leading worship only now and then, you can expect 
"now and then" attitudes from them. The regularity of every week responsibility will 
help young people as well as their families understand the importance and value of 
worship. Undeniably, this is a challenge, but it is worth the effort it takes to help 
our youth and children grow into responsible discipleship. 
 
When sharing worship leadership as a choir, developing relationships with the choir 
director and choir helpers will encourage young persons to want to be there. 
Encouraging the team approach is also helpful. None of us want to let our friends 
down. 
 
When young people do not come because their parents do not bring them, a 
volunteer may be found to offer a ride. 
 
A telephone call to the young person from the choir director or other worship skills 
leaders the day before the worship service may encourage the young person to 
remind their parents to bring them to church so they can fulfill their worship 
responsibility. 
 
Praise for participation is always reinforcing. Hugs and genuine expressions of 
delight for the gift of leadership the young people have offered in worship go a long 
way with everyone. 
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When parents register their students, use a covenant that spells out expectations. 
Ask the parent and the students to sign and return the agreement. 
 
Concern:  Some of the young people come for worship, but they leave as 
soon as they are through with their part in the service. 
 
Explain worship responsibility at The Parent Connection. (See above concern).  
 
Ask the clergy's help in interpreting the importance of worship at The Parent 
Connection, in sermons, the church newsletter, and every other opportunity. 
 
If it is the parents who are taking their young people out as soon as they finish 
their part, then re-educate the parents as to why the young people are leading in 
worship in the first place. It is not a performance, but participation in worship. 
 
Be sure that the young people are growing in their understanding of worship.     
 
Prepare them for participation in congregational worship each week so they will 
know what each part means and what is expected of them. Ask them to tell their 
parents about -what they are learning. 
 
The importance of the choir's gift in worship can be reinforced by treating the 
children's and youth choirs the same as the adult choirs. Does the clergy pray with 
the choir before entering worship? Do all choirs have some kind of vestments: 
robes or stoles? Do those choirs carrying music have music folders? Where do the 
children's and youth choirs sit? 
 
If, after every effort suggested above has been made, some parents still persist in 
having their children leave before the service is over, explain quietly and lovingly 
that such behavior is breaking the Covenant. Make it clear that they are removing 
themselves and their child from LOGOS until they are willing to enter into and keep 
the Covenant. 
 
Concern:  Some of our young people are not willing to participate in 
Recreation activities. 
 
Are the activities chosen suitable for each age group? Grades 1-3 need activities or 
crafts that are completed in one session. Grades 4-6 can do projects that last two 
to four weeks. Teenagers can do projects that may last a range of one session to 
the entire semester. 
 
Provide the opportunity for young people to see what the hobby or activity that is 
offered is like, as well as preview games that can be played. Then the young people 
choose for themselves what will be the most fun for them! Ask what they love to 
do. Find an adult who will do it with them. 
 
Is the activity chosen fun for the young people or does it just sound like fun to the 
adult who chose to lead it? 
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It helps to offer choices. Three young people are a large enough group to offer 
active games and a quieter craft project. Discipline problems are diminished and 
interest and participation activated when young people have chosen an activity in 
which to participate. Group building and fellowship are goals of Recreation activities 
and they should be chosen with that in mind. 
 
Are the games chosen too competitive? Has failing and not being able to measure 
up to rules and standards of competitive games discouraged the young person? 
Choose activities for Recreation that is done for the sheer joy of doing it. Play 
games where everyone can succeed, not just those that are gifted with certain 
abilities. What fun to discover that you can do well at something you did not know 
you could do, even if it is something goofy. 
 
Remember that celebrating the worth and uniqueness of each person is different 
from what young people experience nearly anywhere else. It is not only all right to 
be who you are, it is wonderful and worthy of celebration! This means that the 
leader allows no put-downs, or booing, or anything else that discourages players 
and keeps them from affirming the worth of themselves and each other. Young 
persons (and sometimes their recreation leaders) do not already know this. It must 
be taught. Teach cooperation instead of competition. 
 
Keep on trying and urging participation. When the young person is beginning to 
trust that it is a safe place to play they may be willing to join the group. Do not 
ever give up encouraging participation. Young people need to play to reinforce self-
worth and to be a part of the group. 
 
When a young person is unwilling to participate it is a good time to get a loving 
adult to build a relationship with him or her and try to find out the cause of the 
problem. When trust is built, usually the adult can lovingly encourage the young 
person to participate with him or her. 
 
It helps when the adult(s) leading Recreation is role modeling how much fun it can 
be to play. Leaders for recreation that are just supervising, instead of playing, puts 
a damper on fun that ought to be happening. 
 
Concern:  Our young people do not behave during Worship Skills. 
 
Are there enough adults helping? 
 
Are the activities in Worship Skills appropriate for the abilities and interests of the 
young people? 
 
Do the young people feel good about their leadership in worship because they have 
been well prepared? 
 
Are the adult choir helpers singing with the young people and acting as role models 
in participation and response to the director? 
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Male choir helpers are especially needed if participation from boys is a problem. 
 
Is there an accompanist for the choir? The choir director has a full time job of 
directing the choir and in most cases should not try to also accompany the choir. 
Directing, accompanying, and keeping the attention of young people is too much for 
anyone. Children and youth need the encouragement, personal involvement and 
relationships that the undivided attention of the director can provide in rehearsal as 
well as when singing in church. 
 
Are the groups doing preparation for leadership too large? 
 
Is there too much of an age range in the group? Groupings of Grades 1-3, 4-6, 
middle school, and high school are appropriate if those groupings do not include too 
many students. Sometimes it is good to break each of these groups into smaller 
groups. 
 
Are the groups so small that youth or children feel "on the spot?" 
 
Do the students understand the importance of developing good worship skills? Do 
they understand that they are preparing a gift to present to God during the worship 
service and are not performing for people? 
 
Do the students know what is expected of them? Has the standard been set so they 
can try to measure up to expectations? It is usually helpful when the students help 
make that definition. 
 
Where is the preparation for worship leadership held? It is difficult for children to 
maintain attention in a large space. Do not try to rehearse in the sanctuary all of 
the time. The exception is practicing the processional and recessional and bearing 
themselves sing or speak in this larger space when getting ready for an anthem or 
other special responsibility for the worship service. 
 
Does each child or youth have his/her own music, script, or other material? 
 
Concern:  Parents and staff are requesting that each part be cut down to 
30 minutes. 
 
The question is one of how to regain the vision for a nurturing ministry and its 
importance in the lives of young people and the family life of the church. Go back to 
the basics. Ask concerned and interested persons to commit to praying together on 
a regular basis for the church and for the nurture of its young people. 
 
Use the call process to determine which persons to ask to attend a LOGOS 
Encounter training. Has the clergy been to training recently? Will the clergy 
personally invite leaders to attend with him or her? 
Ask the clergy's help in interpreting the importance of making choices. Joshua 
24:15 "...choose this day whom you will serve ... but as for me and my household, 
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we will serve the Lord." We choose well when we spend the precious time of our 
lives on the things of real and long-lasting value. (NRSV) 
 
What about starting classes on parenting? It is good when parents look to the 
church for help in good parenting. Find a way to help parents to lead their children 
instead of turning all choices over to the child. Some choices young people make 
without adult guidance will do them great harm. 
 
Ask the clergy's help in interpreting the importance of building relationships. 
Building relationships takes time, and relationships are what LOGOS is about. When 
we give our young people our valuable time, they know that we care for them. 
 
Ask the clergy's help in raising consciousness in a Christian perspective on the use 
of time. Growing up takes time and our culture is luring us into hurrying our 
children into adulthood before they are through experiencing childhood. Do not 
reduce the time! 
 
Concern:  Table parents do not participate in Family Time Fun. 
 
Were the Table Parents trained before LOGOS started? Do they know what is 
expected of them? If not, train them now. If they do not have another responsibility 
immediately after dinner (it is best when volunteers do not carry responsibility for 
too many parts in one evening), that may be a good time to meet with them for 
training. 
 
Do Table Parents meet with the Dinner Dean before each meal to get instructions 
and pray together? Family Time goes so much smoother when this happens. Get a 
commitment from Table Parents to be there for this time. The meeting can be used 
for continuous training and reminding of responsibilities all year long. It usually 
takes about 15 minutes before mealtime. 
 
Remind Table Parents that participating with their table family in the Family Fun 
Time is an essential element of their leadership role. Would they be happier in some 
other role? 
 
Concern:  We cannot find enough help in the kitchen. 
 
In many LOGOS churches this is one of the favorite places to serve. Try to 
determine why this is happening. What is the emotional climate in the kitchen? It 
ought to be as much fun as it is work. 
 
Is it made clear at The Parent Connection that when registering a young person in 
LOGOS, parental participation and service is expected? Serving in the kitchen area 
is one way to fulfill this commitment. 
Some churches use cook teams so that if there are four teams, each team serves 
every four weeks. Each team may specialize in one menu and become experts at it, 
or serve different menus. For example, there may be a Taco Team, a Spaghetti 
Team, a Hamburger Team, etc. 
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Are the menus too complicated to prepare and serve? Relationships, not efficiency, 
are the foundation of LOGOS. The menus served need to be foods that young 
people like and generally they prefer simple foods. 
 
Is the clergy leading and participating in LOGOS? It is always difficult to find leaders 
and workers in churches where the clergy is not lifting up the importance of LOGOS 
in various ways. 
 
Do persons from your church attend a LOGOS training event every year? The vision 
of a nurturing ministry is always in need of renewal. 
 
Are the persons in the kitchen receiving words of appreciation? Are they being 
supported in what they are doing, or are they expected to show up, do the cooking, 
clean up and leave? Spirits are lifted when the clergy, the LOGOS Director, the 
Dinner Dean and other members of the staff take the time to stop in the kitchen to 
say hello and thank you. 
 
Are the kitchen crews called into the dining room to receive the thanks of the young 
people? Are the young people given an opportunity to introduce their parents to the 
rest of the group? 
 
Concern:  The high school youth will not come. 
 
Build the youth part of LOGOS relationally! It cannot be started by just announcing 
when and where you will be meeting. Teenagers will come when adults with whom 
they are friends ask them to try it. They need a safe place where they are loved, 
respected and valued. 
 
Take high school students (going into 9th Grade through just graduated from12th 
Grade) and their adult sponsors to one of the LOGOS Youth Summits. (See LOGOS 
User Guide: Youth) They will experience the four parts of LOGOS each day and will 
be with other teenagers and adults, from across the country, who are engaged in 
growing in discipleship through fun, fellowship, Bible Study, and worship. This 
experience will help high school students catch the vision of what it can be like for 
them in their home church. 
Are high school students combined with middle school youth? They may eat in the 
same dining room (or not), but they usually would rather be separate from younger 
youth for the other three parts of LOGOS. 
 
The high school part of LOGOS is less structured than for the children. Each part is 
there, but it flows with more flexibility. How much flexibility is there in the youth 
area of your LOGOS? 
 
The high school students are allowed to eat together instead of being mixed in with 
other age groups. Assigned Table Parents and sitting at the same table every week 
are not necessary, although there should be enough adults there that relationships 
are being built. 
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Do the high school youth have a space set aside that is their own? It is better not to 
share space if possible. It is not necessary to move from room to room like the 
younger ones may do for each part. For youth, much of LOGOS can happen in one 
place. 
 
The clergy needs to be involved in some part of the high school portion, building 
relationships and offering friendship. 
 
Is the high school dimension made special in any way? Are there elements, besides 
the LOGOS Summer Conferences, unique to the high school group and not available 
to younger children? Could there be? What could such special elements be? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOR EVERY CONCERN: 
• Re-capture the vision! 
• Take time to discover what is behind the problem or concern. 
• Put RELATIONSHIPS first! 
• With patience and love, work to reach excellence 
• Remember the WHY is the HOW! 

 
Do not hesitate to seek counsel. The GenOn Ministries staff is ready and 
eager to be of help through its staff and the network of Regional Advisors 
throughout the country.  
 
Contact GenOn Ministries at 1-877-937-2572 or go to our website 
www.genonministries.org. 
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